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NPA 2020–21: achieving in a challenging year 
For the past 2 years our activities have been determined by forces entirely beyond our immediate 
control, like bushfires, floods and COVID-19. We have adapted with both committee and general 
meetings online when necessary. And there have been, as I report here, many positive results from 
all of this for NPA ACT. It’s an ill wind that blows no good to anyone, and so it might be that, due to 
border closures, we have benefited from greater interest in local activities among Canberrans.

From the President

Environmental Group of the Year 
That NPA ACT had been accorded this coveted award 
was announced at the traditional ACT Conservation 
Council Spring Mingle, which was held online and, 
novelly, with meals delivered to our homes. The 
nomination described our 30-month campaign 
organised by Di Thompson to raise awareness of our 
ACT politicians to the potential threat of feral horses to 
Namadgi and our Cotter water catchment. As a result, 
the ACT Legislative Assembly approved the 2020 
Namadgi National Park Feral Horse Plan of 
Management, with zero tolerance for feral horses 
anywhere in the park.  

Membership up 
We now have nearly 430 individual members, a 
significant increase over recent time. This rise is 
mainly due to our increased online presence, aided 
also perhaps by the current focus of ACT residents on 
enjoying places close to home. The majority of our 
new members indicate they found us online. Cynthia 
Burton is responsible for membership liaison and 
building our significant social media presence, assisted 
by Allan Sharp and Stefan de Montis. Well done! 

Appreciation for financial support 
Our members have been generous, many of them 
choosing to make a donation in addition to their annual 
membership fee. Two very large donations were 
received: one from a member wishing to remain 
anonymous, the other from the estate of long-term 
member David Pfanner. We greatly appreciate all 
donations, and the committee will shortly be 
considering how best to use these funds in pursuing 
NPA’s objectives. 

Walks and works expanding  
Participation in NPA’s walks and work party programs 
(see reports in this Bulletin) has increased over the 
past year or so, attracting perhaps some of the 
Canberrans who would, in pre-COVID times, be 
travelling farther afield. Additional members have 
volunteered to lead walks and work parties, thereby 
strengthening the programs. The overall walks 
program and bushwalks are organised by Mike 
Bremers. Our expanded program of nature and cultural 
walks has been very popular. Work parties coordinated 
by Martin Chalk have become a popular way to help 
with landscape recovery. We are pleased that new 
leader Michaela Popham has signed on to lead multiple 
work parties. Brian Slee provides support and other 
assistance for both walks and work parties. Both 
programs now have a system for sending weekly 
notices of regularly advertised and short-notice events 
to an email list of interested members. Thanks go to 
the organisers and dedicated leaders of these events, 
and to the willing workers and walkers. 

Citizen science unravelling the life of Rosenberg’s 
Goanna 
A citizen science project to study the distribution and 
behaviour of Rosenberg’s Goanna in the Naas Valley of 
Namadgi has attracted many volunteers from among NPA 
members. This project led by Don Fletcher since 2017 has 
been funded by grants from ACT Environment and from a 
bequest to NPA for the benefit of large native animals. Work 
is also supported by ACT Parks staff. Frequent informative 
updates appear in the Bulletin. This is a great contribution to 
the understanding of the life system of this threatened 
species.  

Even more things to celebrate  
Despite the recent ravages of fire, flood and fever, we 
managed to enjoy a few fortuitously timed, celebratory 
events during the past year.  

• Awards were presented to winners of the 60th Anniversary 
Young Photographers Competition at an October luncheon 
at the Woden Southern Cross Club with over 60 members 
and guests present. These exceptional quality photos were 
subsequently displayed at the Canberra Museum and 
Gallery and the Namadgi Visitor Centre. They are also on 
the NPA ACT website and selections have been published in 
several issues of the NPA Bulletin. The competition was 
conceived, organised and carried out by Ed Highley and 
Allan Sharp. Icon Water, ACT Natural Resources 
Management and PhotoAccess were sponsors of cash and 
other awards for the event, which came in under-budget. A 
splendid effort by Ed and Allan which generated some very 
good local media coverage! 

• Currently Ed and Allan are planning a members’ photo 
exhibition with entries due by 31 August. 

• A January picnic was held at the Namadgi Visitor Centre 
picnic area to celebrate the arrival of our new work party 
trailer made possible by a major donation last year. The 
trailer is adorned with Ngunnawal artist Megan Daley’s 
depiction of goannas and the story of the years of drought 
and fire. The event was attended by over 40 members and 
guests, including the artist. Donations to support work 
parties were used to equip the trailer with tools carefully 
selected by Work Party Coordinator Martin Chalk who also 
oversaw the trailer acquisition process. The Indigenous 
painting was commissioned and organised by ACT Parks. 
This was a real highlight of the year. 

• The traditional Christmas picnic was held in the shade of 
the Namadgi Visitor Centre picnic area with about 30 
members and several ACT Parks staff in attendance. 

• Art Week at Gudgenby Cottage happened in both spring 
and autumn this year under the guidance of Adrienne 
Nicholson and Hazel Rath. The spring event was cloudy and 
wet; in autumn there were frosty mornings and frozen 
pipes, but creative activity was unabated at both. Some of 
the results will appear in the Bulletin and at a display at the 
Namadgi Visitor Centre. 
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Championing the environment 
• The Environment Subcommittee continues with a heavy workload 

due to the number of requests for comments sought by both the 
ACT and NSW governments. The team of writers is capably led by 
Rod Griffiths and includes Clive Hurlstone, John Brickhill, George 
Heinsohn and, recently, Isobel Crawford. Thank you for your 
determined efforts in this relentless task. 

• NPA ACT is an active participant of the Reclaim Kosci coalition as it 
continues efforts to gain NSW Government support for removal of 
feral horses from Kosciuszko National Park. Several NPA members 
are on the Reclaim Kosci advisory board and help in other 
capacities. We live in hope! 

• After the recent ACT election, we contacted the eight new MLAs 
asking for a meeting to discuss our environmental concerns, 
present them with our Namadgi book and invite them on a guided 
walk in Namadgi. Five who met with us accepted the walk 
invitation. So far, due to closures and inclement weather, only one 
walk has occurred. We look forward to walking with the other four 
in the spring. 

• Two NPA-sponsored Honours students in environmental science at 
ANU will be presenting reports on their research at the October 
general meeting. Management of the Honours student project has 
been handed on to Rosemary Hollow by Chris Emery who 
instigated it several years ago. Many thanks to you both! 

Spreading the word 
• The NPA Bulletin continues to be edited in rotation by Philip 

Gatenby, Brian Slee, Kevin McCue and Sonja Lenz, and Allan 
Sharp. Allan has agreed to take on the leadership of the group 
from Kevin. Sabine Friedrich is 
responsible for the excellent 
presentation, and Ed Highley attends 
to all the important fine details of the 
text as copyeditor. Thank you to all 
the team for your sterling efforts. 

• Burning Issues, our monthly email 
newsletter, is also in transition. 
Initiated after the 2003 bushfires by 
Judy Kelly and managed for over a 
decade by Chis Emery, responsibility 
for this publication has been handed 
to Cynthia Burton, with Allan Sharp 
as backup. 

• We note with great satisfaction that 
our field guides were selling at twice 
the usual rate this past year. Thanks 
to the office staff who are responsible 
for book sales. 

Meanwhile, back at the office 
The NPA office has ably handled the 
markedly increased number of 
membership applications, renewals and 
donations. The efficient organisation by 
Secretary Sonja Lenz with much help 
from Jan Gatenby is much appreciated.  

Monthly meetings 
General meetings over the year were a 
combination of online and in-person 

events depending on changing COVID-19 
restrictions. We enjoyed an interesting variety of 
topics arranged by Cynthia Burton: several 
presentations each on conservation issues and 
trekking adventures, a meeting with MLAs, a 
presentation on Aboriginal plant use and a report on 
the NPA-supported goanna project. Comprehensive 
minutes of general and committee meetings are 
prepared by Minutes Secretary Debbie Worner with 
backup by Sonja Lenz. 

In-person meeting arrangements at the O’Connor 
Uniting Church were in the competent hands of 
Annette Smith. She can always use more set-up 
volunteers. 

Committee update  
The committee recently warmly welcomed Jan 
Gatenby as Treasurer. Thanks go to Chris Emery for 
his many years as Treasurer and Acting Treasurer; 
he continues as Webmaster and Public Officer. My 
personal thanks go to all the hard-working 
committee members who make our successful 
program possible. They included this year Stefan de 
Montis, a 2020 photo competition winner who had a 
stint on the committee to help out. 

New members are welcome on the committee and 
subcommittees, and for general meeting setup. Just 
express your interest to one of us – there is always 
more work to do. 

Esther Gallant

President Esther Gallant displays the framed original 
Indigenous pain7ng at the general mee7ng,  18 

March 2021.  
Photo by Sabine Friedrich 

See NPA Bulle)n, March 2021, page 3 for the 
decorated trailer and the story of the art work.
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Financial report 2020–21 
2020–21 has financially been another satisfactory year. Our expenditures slightly exceeded our income but we still have 
more than adequate reserves. We gratefully received a substantial donation to cover the cost of the new work party trailer. 
Donations from our members are always welcome as they go towards NPA’s various projects. Book sales were up 
appreciably during COVID restrictions this year. 

I welcome Jan Gatenby who is progressively taking over the job of Treasurer. 

Chris Emery

NPA FY 2020–21 Income

NPA FY 2020–21 Expenditure
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The ACT Government recently sought comments on a draft Natural 
Resource Management (NRM) Plan for the Territory. The plan once 
implemented would replace an existing NRM Plan implemented in 2009. 

The ACT NRM Plan should provide a solid framework for NRM planning 
and implementation across the ACT, and the NPA ACT found that the 
draft plan dealt with many of the issues needed for this. The NPA ACT 
particularly welcomed the proposed Indigenous involvement in the 
management of the ACT’s natural environment. 

NPA ACT believes in addition, however, that the draft plan would be 
strengthened if it included commentary on: 

• the ACT’s place within the Capital Region, as developments and 
events occurring in neighbouring parts of New South Wales (NSW) 
have the potential to significantly influence the ACT’s environment.  

• cross-border impacts and mechanisms to reduce adverse 
environmental effects arising from outside the ACT.  It is important 
that NSW plans and strategies be taken into account. 

• the importance of the urban environment in contributing to natural 
resource outcomes. In particular, the draft plan did not reflect on 
the importance of the urban forest and urban reserves as areas of 
connectivity and habitat for the indigenous flora and fauna. 

• the impact on natural resource management by factors such as air 
and water pollution, waste, tourism and population growth. 

• the need for NRM issues to be considered across all of the ACT’s 
government agencies. A healthy environment requires adoption of 
a whole-of-government approach. 

The NRM Plan is a 
significant strategic 
document for the 
protection of the 
ACT’s natural 
environment and 
the NPA ACT will 
continue to work with 
the ACT Government on strengthening the plan 
and monitoring its implementation. 

The other area of work in which the NPA ACT 
has been involved is in supporting the work of 
Isobel Crawford in the development of a 
Statement of Heritage Effects to have the False 
Acacia at Frank and Jacks Hut treated as an 
environmental weed rather than a heritage 
item. False Acacia at Frank and Jacks has the 
potential to damage more significant heritage 
features there. Isobel has put forward a very 
strong case for the removal of this weed and 
the NPA ACT was happy to lend its support. 

As always, if you have an interest in protecting 
the Capital Region’s environment, contact me 
and come and assist with the work of the 
subcommittee. 

Rod Griffiths, Convener

From the Environment Subcommittee 

NPA provides input to new NRM Plan

Golden hour over the CoHer Dam. Photo by Kieran Carew. (Entry to the NPA photo compe77on 2020)
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Online again for  
NPA’s 2021 AGM

Regrowth. Photo by Jacqui Healy. (Entry to the NPA photo compe77on 2020)

Due to COVID-19 restrictions, NPA ACT members again had 
a ‘virtual’ annual general meeting via Zoom this year, 
missing out once more on the friendly post-meeting 
mingling and delicious supper that have traditionally been a 
big part of the event. Nevertheless, it was pleasing to see so 
many faces at the AGM on 19 August. 

President Esther Gallant welcomed some 45–50 members 
participating in the meeting on their computers, tablets or 
smartphones. She expressed her hope that next year’s AGM 
will be held in the ‘normal’ way again. The meeting agenda 
and the minutes of last year’s AGM had been made available 
via email and on the website before the meeting. Following 
acceptance of the minutes as a true record of the August 
2020 AGM, President Esther Gallant then presented the 
highlights of her annual report (see pages 3–4 of this 
Bulletin for her full report). 

Acting Treasurer Chris Emery interpreted the financial 
situation of the association with the help of pie-charts 
showing NPA’s income and expenditure (see page 5 of this 
Bulletin). Unfortunately, NPA has been unable to commission 
an audit of its financial statements in time for the AGM. 
Consequently, the financial statements constitute a draft 
report at this stage. The committee is actively seeking to 
appoint an auditor/reviewer for this and next year’s financial 
report. 

Esther then asked Returning Officer Bruce Boreham to 
oversee the election of the new committee. After declaring 
all positions vacant, Bruce announced that 11 nominations 
had been received and that all office-bearer positions and six 
further committee positions are now filled, with co-option of 
further members to the committee possible throughout the 
year. 

Office-bearers for 2020–21 are: 

 President Esther Gallant 
 Vice President Rosemary Hollow 
 Treasurer Jan Gatenby 
 Secretary Sonja Lenz 

Committee members are Mike Bremers, Cynthia Burton, 
Chris Emery, Kevin McCue, Allan Sharp and Debbie Worner, 
with Immediate Past President Rod Griffiths an ex-officio 
member. The position of Public Officer has been held by 
Chris Emery for a number of years and we are thankful that 
he is prepared to continue in that role for the coming year. 

Bruce congratulated the incoming committee on their 
election and Esther thanked him for executing the process 
so expertly.  

Following on from the business part of the evening, NPA 
member Di Thompson gave a presentation on her 
observations of increasing pressures for infrastructure 
developments in the Australian High Country and expressed 
her concern for Kosciuszko National Park in particular. Di 
hopes that more members will voice their concerns to the 
NSW Government. She mentioned especially the ‘Snowy 
Mountains Special Activation Precinct Plan’ currently 
available online. 

           Sonja Lenz      
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Former RAAF navigator takes a down-to-earth approach

NPA people

NPA Life Member Martin Chalk shares some thoughts on managing our 
natural areas  

As a child growing up in England, Martin Chalk had a view from his 
bedroom window to a nearby wood. ‘I derived immense and peaceful 
pleasure watching the oaks and elms change through the seasons,’ 
Martin recalls. ‘It was also a fantastic place to play!’ So began his 
appreciation of the outdoors, which continued to develop, spasmodically 
at first, through membership of the Boy Scouts and a few walks in the 
Ku-ring-gai Chase and Royal national parks after the family moved to 
Sydney in the late 1960s.  

After joining the RAAF, Martin’s bushwalking activities took a back seat 
but, as an F-111 navigator, he would treat himself to ‘precious seconds’ 
to admire the forests of the NSW northern and southern tablelands as 
his ‘office’ slipped by at 8 nautical miles per minute (480 knots).   

A walk in Lamington National Park, in southeast Queensland, on Boxing 
Day 1988 rekindled his enthusiasm for the bush, and he briefly joined 
Queensland NPA before being posted to Canberra and signing up with 
NPA ACT. 

Over the past 30 years, Martin has made an enormous contribution to 
NPA ACT, including as work party coordinator since 2003, as a walks 
leader, and as organiser of a photography competition and exhibition. In 
2017 his contribution was recognised when he was made a Life Member. 

An accomplished photographer, Martin’s interest was inspired by the 
work and techniques of the late Peter Dombrovskis, renowned for his 
photographs of the Tasmanian wilderness. 

Martin became involved in work parties after the disastrous 2003 fires 
that destroyed most of Namadgi National Park. Manager Brett 
McNamara hosted a visit to the fire ground by a handful of NPA 
members. ‘He needed help in the recovery process and sought NPA’s 
assistance,’ said Martin. ‘There were no grand recovery programs or 
rivers of funding at that time, and I was asked by the late David Large if 
I would like to coordinate the NPA’s involvement. I agreed.   

‘The tasks before us then were similar to those we face today, but 
broader in scope.  The need for weeding, planting, surveys, and more 
weeding doesn’t change. But in 2003 we were also involved in make-
safe activities such as walking-track maintenance and building 
stabilisation. 

‘Bureaucracies such as Parks and Conservation Services see regular staff 
changes, so the NPA’s detailed record keeping over the period of its 
involvement can give additional insights into processes and the results 
achieved over time. 

 ‘It is in one of life’s areas of endeavour where the repetitive undertaking of 
the same actions and hoping for a different outcome is not a definition of 
idiocy’ 

‘This has given us the opportunity to be proactive in areas such as the 
removal of redundant fencing in select locations. The 18 years since the 
2003 fires has taught us one principle of management of natural areas – 
persistence. It is in one of life’s areas of endeavour where the repetitive 
undertaking of the same actions and hoping for a different outcome is 
not a definition of idiocy.’ 

Since the 2020 fires the number of registered work party volunteers has 
increased by 26 to a record of 45. Twenty-three of these new volunteers 
are also new NPA members.  

‘The 2003 fires damaged about 90 per cent of Namadgi – far more than 
this latest fire,’ said Martin. ‘However, the recovery in 2003 seemed to 
start more quickly. Within two or three months there were very few 
trees without regrowth. Yet this time we see only a stilted regrowth 

some five months on. We will have to see what 
the outcome is.’ 

As work party coordinator Martin said he has 
been endlessly impressed by the dedication of 
the volunteers to what is often hard and tedious 
work. ‘For me, some of the best memories 
come from our multi-day work parties in 
Dananbilla and Illunie nature reserves in the 
Young/Cowra region,’ he said.  

Part of Martin’s enjoyment as a walks leader is 
taking people to places they have not been 
before. ‘The apparent contradiction of a national 
capital juxtaposed with so much bushland is a 
rare gem – one that needs to be shared in a 
way that helps to preserve the bush, and NPA 
walk leaders play no small part in this process,’ 
he said. 

Martin believes the NPA has been more 
successful in attracting the interest and building  
the commitment of newer and younger 
members over the past 18 months than in the 
three preceding decades.   

‘It’s worth keeping in mind that many people’s 
ability or preparedness to give to organisations 
like the NPA depends on their place in life’s 
journey,’ he said. ‘For many, there will be a 
couple of decades after the conclusion of 
schooling where work and family will take 
precedence. The crucial time to secure long-
term engagement is to plant a seed in a 
person’s first two decades of life. If it grows that 
person will be back – the NPA might like to take 
a strategic view in this manner.’
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Photo supplied by Mar7n Chalk

Allan Sharp
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Month Activity Agency Participants

April

Tharwa tree planting: 250 trees (mixture E. viminalis, E. bridgesiana, Casuarina 
cunninghamiana) in first 200 m along North Road upstream from Tharwa 
Bridge. E. viminalis and C. cunninghamiana planted in the riparian (flood) zone 
and E. bridgesiana on the bank above the flood zone.

PCS
11  

(3 non-
members)

May
Murrumbidgee River Corridor fence removal: approximately 550 m of fence 
removed in the vicinity of western end of Tuggeranong stone wall parallel to 
Tuggeranong Creek. 

PCS 9

May
Dananbilla Nature Reserve tree planting: 700 tube stock (mixture E. melliodora, 
E. bridgesiana, E. albens, E. blakelyi and stringybark) planted to infill areas 
where previous plantings were unsuccessful.

NPWS 7

June Work party cancelled due to park closure because of flooding.

Martin Chalk

NPA work party summary – April to June 2021

Tuggeranong fence 
removal 

On 22 May, a work party of nine NPA 
volunteers – Mark Aller, Rupert Barnett, Aimee 
Carter, Hugh Coppell, Philip Gatenby, Sonja 
Lenz, Kevin McCue, Michaela Popham (leader) 
and Brian Slee – met at 9 am at the corner of 
Athllon Drive and Learmonth Drive, then 
travelled in four cars to the work site. The plan 
was to remove some of the old fencing in an 
area adjacent to Tuggeranong Creek, just off 
Athllon Drive. Over 30 km of fencing in this 
area is redundant. 

Two sections of fencing running parallel to 
Tuggeranong Creek and the track alongside it 
needed removing, with the gate to the 
Bicentennial Trail joining the two sections. In 
the morning up until morning tea and then up 
until our lunch break, we worked on the 
eastern section of the fence cutting off the 
barbed wire and rolling it up, then cutting off 
the chicken wire section. We then levered out 
the star pickets and used a 4WD vehicle to 
drag out sections of chicken wire, which had 
been buried. After lunch we used the same 
method to remove the western section of the 
fence. We were able to cut out, roll up and 
stack for collection by the ranger, 
approximately 550 m of the fence. 

It was a great day out. The weather was 
perfect; clear and sunny all day. We saw a few 
kangaroos, lots of birds and quite a few people 
out walking and cycling. At the end of the work 
party we went for a short walk to see one end 
of the dry-stone boundary wall near the 
intersection of Athllon Drive and Anketell 
Street. 

Another small section of fence removed for 
this area, but a lot more left to go – 29,450 
metres! Thanks to everyone who participated. 

Michaela Popham
Top: At the end of the day. Photo by Brian Slee 
Below: Dry-stone boundary wall. Photo by Kevin McCue

9
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Knowing how cold May could be, Bruce Boreham, Maria Boreham, John 
Brickhill, Eleanor Cotterell, Isobel Crawford, Esther Gallant, Adrienne 
Nicholson and Hazel Rath armed themselves with firewood, warm 
bedding and clothes, sustaining food and beverages etc., before settling 
in at the Gudgenby Cottage (Ready-Cut) for a week of comfort, 
conviviality, creativity and inspiration from 15 to 23 May. A group of six 
led by Brian Slee dropped in during their Wednesday walk around the 
valley, and Kevin McCue made a Friday visit.  

The resident artists experienced cold, clear-sky (sometimes) but windy 
days, heavy frosts, and magic sunrises and sunsets. All spent time 
wandering about the valley or environs, some more purposefully and 
energetically than others, with the cosy fireside to return to. The front 
veranda provided sunny comfort for a couple of hours most mornings. 
Nevertheless, quite a bit of time was spent indoors with the fire. 

President Esther mastered diagonal and hexagonal weaving, using paper 
strips cut from old calendar pictures. She kept her sanity, though there 
were worrying times! Eleanor had a go at all sorts of skills – up early in 
the mornings and out again for night photography (sunrises, sunsets, 
starry skies, minimal-moon time). She also spent time carving a boxing 
kangaroo linocut block; she wove a landscape scene on the fence; she 
made prints using found materials, for pictures to be developed later. 
Hazel spent time on small watercolour pictures of mountain huts. Maria 
was drawing and painting small bird pictures, while Bruce was drawing 
rocks and outcrops he favoured while out and about. Kevin visited to 
spend time mastering his new wood lathe. John wove a rope mat, while 
Isobel explored the environment and surveyed the energy efficiency of 

the cottage (we are frugal tenants). 
Adrienne spent time weaving with 
paper strips and planning more 
weaving utilising Lomandra leaves 
and other natural materials. 

The Wedge-tailed Eagles regularly 
soared above the ridges and valley; 

the dingoes have re-established a pack to howl 
across the valley as of old; the kangaroo 
families did their usual relaxing passing of the 
days, not much bothered by our presence. 
While the signs of last year’s summer Namadgi 
bushfire are still disturbingly stark, recovery is 
beginning its slow course. It will be many long 
years before the landscape finds some sort of 
ecologic balance again. 

As insurance against having to wait until 
10:30 am or later for the morning cuppa, we 
twigged to filling the kettle last thing at night, 
in case the water pipes were frozen in the 
morning! On unfreezing one morning, the tank-
water pipe began to spray out profusely. 
Saved! … by a Lone Ranger galloping over the 
hill in his mighty charger. A temporary prop 
secured the supply. He, plus two, returned the 
next day, but the prop had to remain as a 
temporary fix; after we left they would drain 
the tank and make more major repairs. 

Thanks to the conservation service for 
permission to stay. And to Namadgi National 
Park for its existence. 

Adrienne Nicholson

Inspiration aplenty during Gudgenby Art Week
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Sunrise. Photos by Esther Gallant

Adrienne at work

LeX:  Ice crystals; Galah
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From the cover of this book one immediately gains 
the impression that this collection of poetry/stories 
will evoke that wonderful peace that is synonymous 
with the bush and Snow Gums. The restorative 
power of nature is experienced by most who 
venture therein and Gerry Jacobson has recounted 
many of his life experiences in the bush, through a 
variety of genres, which enable him to 'capture the 
moment' with a great economy of words. 

One of the genres he uses is poetry, in the form of 
the 'haibun' and ‘tanka'. Haibun may record a 
scene or a special moment, in a highly descriptive 
manner or it may occupy a wholly fictional or 
dream-like space (Wikipedia). Tanka is a 31 syllable 
poem in Japanese, which is written in a single, 
unbroken line. In English, however, most people 
use fewer syllables, say, 20–25. Tanka translates as 
a 'short song' and is better known in its 5/7/5/7/7 
syllable count form. It is one of the oldest Japanese 
forms and originated in the 7th Century. It is not 
unlike the sonnet in that it employs a 'turn', known 
as a’pivotal image'. In this book, the 'pivotal image' 
is mostly about nature, and this is examined by the 
poet, Gerry. Both forms are found within the book. 

The variety in the selection of topics and the 
deployment of another writing tool – 'the stream of 
consciousness' – also adds a different dimension. 
This method attempts 'to depict the multitudinous 
thoughts and feeling which pass through the 
mind' (Bain 18551). Examples of this are found 
towards the end of the book, in the chapter called 
Altitude. This enables the reader to be fully 
engaged with the thought processes of the author 
as he immerses himself in the beauty of the High 
Country. 

Gerry discovered 'tanka' poetry, after reading in 
The Canberra Times (in the Lit Bits section) one 
Saturday morning, over a coffee (as you do!), that 
there was a 'tanka' poetry workshop being held at 
Gorman House. He had been practising meditation 
and zen for over 12 years and he decided that this 
workshop may provide yet another dimension. He 
enrolled, and the knowledge gained there has 
enabled him to share with us a wonderful collection 
of experiences in a succinct and easy to read, style. 

Enjoy the book! It's delightful to dip into and, with 
today's world in such chaos, it's an important 
addition to remind us of the peace and beauty that 
nature can provide and the simplicity in life that can 
be attained, if we move away from our devices! 

Copies are available from the author  
(02 6281 3850 or jacobson@netspeed.com.au). 

Barbara Slotemaker de Bruine (longtime NPA 
member) 

1 Bain, A 1855, The Senses and the Intellect, 1st edition, 
John W Parker and Son, London.

Book review 

Altitude:  High Country Haibun  
  and Tanka Poetry 
 by Gerry Jacobson, self-published                                                           

Day Walk 

sweating up 

through regrowth 

emerging 

on to rock slabs 

the breeze blows cool 

  

my back 

to a burnt tree trunk 

bottom 

on raw granite 

eating sardines with a twig 

from the hilltop 

I watch clouds moving 

rain showers 

sweeping the land 

joy overflowing 

scrub bashing 

losing height 

losing heart 

and wondering … 

where am I going? 

the sun goes down 

behind the Brindabellas 

dark grey … brooding 

I feel this day 

passing into history 

Gerry Jacobson 
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Sheep dips were an integral part of producing wool from sheep. Sheep 
were dipped in an arsenic-based solution to kill lice and other parasites 
that can reduce the value of wool. 
The sheep dip would have been an expensive major construction. A large 
amount of cement would have to be brought in and mixed with gravel, 
sand and water to make the concrete. Formwork was needed to form the 
walls and floor of the dip, the paths along the sides and the ramps into 
and out of the dip. Yards were needed to hold the sheep before and after 
dipping. A small dam was built to contain water to make the dip solution. 
Frank and Jacks Hut was built in 1954–55 (the third hut at the site) and 
the dip added in 1955–56, both the work of Cec Hopkins, a Queanbeyan 
builder. This was during the era of record-breaking wool prices, and 
probably spare money to build new huts and dips. The farm ran 1,500–
2,000 sheep. The sheep were dipped a couple of weeks after shearing, 
after the cuts had healed, but the wool was still short to allow penetration 
of the dip solution to the skin. 
The sheep would have been mustered into yards on the north-western 
end of the dip, and left overnight to ‘empty out’, and hence reduce faecal 
contamination of the dip. These yards would have been built of local 
timbers, with wooden posts and rails, (probably later destroyed by 
bushfires). Sheep would have been moved along a race leading to a short 
wooden ramp that joined the concrete ramp that sloped down to a drop 
into the dip. Once the sheep were in the dip water, they would have 
swum towards the other end, having their heads pushed under a couple 

of times to ensure all the skin on the head and 
neck was wet. 
A concrete ramp at the other end allowed the 
sheep to stagger out. They then stood in small 
yards to allow the dipping solution to drain off. 
These yards had a concrete floor to catch the 
dip solution, and from there a pipe directed 
the excess dip solution back into the dip. This 
concrete floor was laid after yards were built, 
the position of the posts shown by the round 
holes in the concrete. The only remaining post, 
in the centre of the concrete yard, is located in 
the midline of the dip, and may have 
supported a drafting gate. 
People working the dip would have walked 
along the sides of the dip on the concrete 
paths. They would have been busy pushing 
the heads of sheep under the water, but would 
not have benefitted from the shade of the 
original False Acacia (Robinia) trees that were 
planted close by on the southern side, their 
position shown by old stumps. 
After dipping, the dip solution may eventually 
have been pumped out onto the surrounding 
pasture where the chemical may have been 
degraded by soil bacteria. However, dip sites 
are known for the contaminated soil around 
them. 
Instead of dipping, sheep can be sprayed, but 
these days graziers often use backliners, 
chemicals that are deposited in a line along 
the backs of sheep straight after shearing. 

John Brickhill 
References: 
Truscott, MC Giovanelli, P Grinbergs, A and Marshall, 
D  2004, Frank and Jacks Hut: a conservation 
management plan & scope of works, Report to ACT 
Heritage Unit, June 2004 
Joshua, E 2011, Sheep plunge dip management, 
NSW Government, Trade and Investment Factsheet. 

The sheep dip at Frank and Jacks Hut  Sheep dip after the clean up. Photo by John Brickhill

Lopped False Acacia. Photo by Brian Slee
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Sambar Deer (Rusa unicolor) are an emerging threat 
within the ACT, with negative impacts including wallowing, 
grazing, trampling, browsing, antler rubbing and trail 
creation threatening the ACT’s fragile alpine bogs and fens, 
including the Ramsar listed Ginini Flat Wetland complex. 
Being vectors for pathogens such as Cryptosporidium spp. 
and Giardia spp., deer in the catchment may also affect the 
ACT water supply. Alpine vegetation is particularly 
vulnerable to disturbances by hard-hooved animals such as 
deer, due to the restricted growing season of the alpine 
and subalpine regions, and the very fragile nature of some 
systems, particularly the alpine sphagnum bogs and 
associated fens ecological community. In April 2019, in 
recognition that growing Sambar populations are a 
significant threat to environmental values of Namadgi 
National Park (NNP), funding was sought from the 
Commonwealth Government’s Regional Landcare 
Partnerships within the National Landcare Program to 
design and implement a monitoring and control program 
for Sambar Deer within the Upper Cotter Catchment of 
NNP. 

After consultation with a range of experts involved in deer 
management within Australia, a best practice monitoring 
program was designed to assess Sambar Deer abundance 
and impact. Deer abundance is measured via camera 
arrays: 150 cameras have been installed throughout the 
program area. The cameras can also provide information 
on deer behaviour. In addition, high-resolution drone 
imagery is being trialled to map deer impact such as 
wallows and tracking. Initial abundance monitoring from 
the arrays suggests a relatively low abundance of Sambar. 
This is a difficult but important time to contain growing 
populations and minimise damage to delicate subalpine 
ecosystems. 

In May 2021, the NNP Sambar Deer project moved into the 
control phase of the project, undertaking an aerial culling 
program utilising thermal technology. While the program 
primarily focused on Sambar Deer, feral pigs were also 
targeted due to the damage they cause to native 
vegetation particularly after the 2020 Orroral Valley 
bushfire. Given the bushfire burnt 80 per cent of NNP, the 
ACT Government’s approach has been to allow for natural 
regeneration of the park’s environment and ecosystem. A 
control such as this helps further strengthen the park’s 
recovery and native species to flourish. 

Thermally assisted aerial cull 
Thermally assisted aerial shooting (TAAS) is a technique in 
which a helicopter is equipped with a high specification, wide 
field of view, thermal imager which is controlled by a skilled 
operator. The thermal imager allows the team to identify and 
target animals even under thick canopy and not visible to the 
human eye. The TAAS system was developed in New Zealand 
and has been used to both survey and cull feral animals. 

The program proved to be highly successful, with the TAAS 
technique exceeding all expectations. The thermal imager 
was able to detect deer in forested country from up to a 
kilometre away. Once acquired within the thermal imager, it 
is extremely unlikely for the target animal to evade 
detection. A total of 72 Sambar Deer and 57 pigs were 
culled. This is an excellent result given the cryptic nature of 
Sambar Deer and the remote terrain the control was 
undertaken in. The TAAS technique increased the control 
program’s ability to detect deer and reach remote 
mountainous terrain in an efficient and effective manner. This 
method of control will be used in future management efforts 
and will assist in protecting NNP’s fragile ecosystems during 
the post-fire recovery of the park.  

Mark Elford 
Senior Ranger – Feral Deer, and Louisa Roberts,  

Sambar Deer Program Coordinator, Namadgi 

Sambar Deer in Namadgi: monitoring and control

Thermal image of a Sambar stag. Photo supplied by Mark Elford

 ‘Rabbit rock' Gudgenby.  Photo by Kevin McCueWombat wandering. Photo by Jayden Black (Entry to the NPA photo competition 2020)
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From the 
archives 
From time to time we will 
highlight an article from the 
Bulletin archives which can 
be accessed on the NPA 
ACT website. If you come 
across an interesting article 
from years ago, let the 
Bulletin team know by 
sending an email to 
admin@npaact.org.au. 

While gathering information 
for my call for new walks 
leaders in this issue, I 
found that Steven Forst and 
Philip Gatenby have been 
leading walks since the 
1980s. On a recent walk, 
Philip told us that he 
couldn’t remember which 
walk he led first but he 
thought it was in the early 
1980s. A quick search of 
the Bulletin archive found 
that his first programmed 
walk as leader was a pack 
walk in October 1982 to 
Woila. However, a trip report 
by Olive Buckman reveals that Philip was an ‘extremely capable’ stand-in leader for a pack walk to the Kybeyan Ranges on 
14–15 August 1982. It is not known how many walks Philip has led over the 39 years since (it would likely be in the 
hundreds) but those of us who know Philip can attest that age has not slowed him down. 

See NPA Bulletin Vol. 20, No. 2 (December 1982), page 18:  

https://www.npaact.org.au/res/File/Bulletins5/Vol%2020%20No%202%20Dec%201982%20A.pdf 
Mike Bremers 

Another intrepid walks leader, Brian Slee, also deserves a mention here: for over 20 years Brian has led innumerable 
walks AND has written them up for the Bulletin in a most delightful and engaging style. The Bulletin team always 
looks forward to his walk descriptions. (Eds.)

Call for new walks leaders 
Over the 60 years of its existence NPA ACT has had a walks program. These walks have enabled members to enjoy the 
bush in safety and with good company, and to visit places that they otherwise would not have known about. Generally, 
we try to provide a walk each weekend for the regular program. 

Most of our current walks leaders have been doing so for at least 20 years and two of the regulars, Steven Forst and 
Philip Gatenby, have been leading for over 30 years. The great service of these stalwarts cannot be expected to last 
forever. Over recent years we have had no new leaders come online. In order to maintain an active walks program, we 
need to encourage new leaders. Therefore, I am calling for volunteers to come forward. 

There is no formal training involved in becoming a walks leader. However, we can guide you through the process and 
ensure that an experienced leader initially accompanies you on walks if you wish. There is also no minimum commitment 
involved – if you want to lead only a couple of walks a year then that is OK. We are happy for short or long, easy or 
hard, national park, nature reserve or suburban walks – whatever you feel comfortable with. 

Even if you think that you would like to lead walks in the future, rather than right now, please let me know. I can add 
you to the leaders email list so you can volunteer when the time is right for you. 

On a final note, apart from getting to go where you want to go, as a walks leader there is a great sense of satisfaction 
that you have helped people get out into our wonderful natural areas. 

Feel free to reply by email or phone me if you would like to discuss this further. 
Cheers, Mike Bremers 

Outings Convener, outings@npaact.org.au, 0428 923 408

Jan and Philip Gatenby at Johns Peak. Photo by Mike Bremers

mailto:admin@npaact.org.au
https://www.npaact.org.au/res/File/Bulletins5/Vol%252020%2520No%25202%2520Dec%25201982%2520A.pdf
mailto:outings@npaact.org.au
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Bushwalk grading guide 
     Distance grading (per day)   Terrain grading 
     1  up to 10 km        A  Road, fire trail or track    E  Rock scrambling 
     2  10 km to 15 km       B  Open forest        F  Exploratory 
     3  15 km to 20 km       C  Light scrub 
     4  above 20 km       D  Patches of thick scrub, regrowth 
Day walks   Carry lunch and snacks, drinks, protective clothing, a first aid kit and any required medication. 
Pack walks   Two or more days. Carry all food and camping requirements. CONTACT LEADER EARLY. 
Car camps   Facilities often limited. Vehicles taken to site can be used for camping. CONTACT LEADER EARLY. 
Work parties  Carry items as for day walks plus work gloves and any tools required. Work party details and location sometimes 

change, check NPA website, www.npaact.org.au, for any last minute changes. 
Other activities include ski trips, canoe trips, nature rambles and environment or field guide studies. 
Short notice walks To volunteer to lead a short notice walk, or to have your name added to the short notice walks alert 

list, email outings@npaact.org.au 
Wednesday walks (WW) Medium or somewhat harder walks arranged on a joint NPA, BBC (Brindabella Bushwalking Club) and CBC 

(Canberra Bushwalking Club) basis for fit and experienced club walkers. Notification and details are only emailed to 
members registered for WW. Only NPA-hosted WW are shown in this program. For WW email registration, contact the 
Outings Convener, outings@npaact.org.au. 

Transport   The NPA suggests a passenger contribution to transport costs of 40 cents per kilometre for the distance driven divided 
by the number of occupants of the car including the driver, rounded to the nearest dollar. The amount may be varied 
at the discretion of the leader. Drive and walk distances shown in the program are approximate for return journeys. 

NPA ACT members undertaking walks or other activities in this program are advised they should have PRIVATE HEALTH 
INSURANCE or, at least, AMBULANCE COVER in case of an accident requiring evacuation by ambulance or helicopter. 

Points to note: 
Please help keep our outings program alive by volunteering to lead outings. New leaders are welcome. The Outings Convener is happy to 
suggest locations suitable for a walk if you do not have something in mind. Feel free to send in suggestions for outings with a suggested 
date to the Outings Convener by email to outings@npaact.org.au. 
All persons joining an outing of the National Parks Association of the ACT do so as volunteers in all respects and as such accept 
responsibility for any injury howsoever incurred and the National Parks Association of the ACT, its office bearers and appointed leaders, 
are absolved from any liability in respect of injury or damage suffered whilst engaged in any such outing. 
In voluntarily participating in these activities conducted by the NPA ACT, participants should be aware that they could be exposed to risks 
that could lead to injury, illness or death or to loss of or damage to property. These risks could include but are not limited to: slippery 
and/or uneven surfaces, rocks being dislodged, falling at edges of cliffs or drops or elsewhere, risks associated with crossing creeks, 
hypothermia, heat exhaustion and the risks associated with any of the Special Hazards listed on the Attendance Record and Risk Waiver 
Form provided by the leader at the activity. 
To minimise these risks participants should endeavour to ensure that the activity is within their capabilities and that they are carrying 
food, water, equipment, clothing and footwear appropriate to the activity. Participants should advise the leader if they are taking any 
medication or have any physical or other limitation that might affect their participation in the activity. Participants should make every 
effort to remain with the rest of the party during the activity and accept the instructions of the leader. By signing the Attendance Record 
and Risk Waiver Form participants agree that they understand these requirements and have considered the risks before choosing to sign 
the form and waiver any claim for damages arising from the activity that they might have against the association, the leader or any other 
participants in tort or contract. 
Children under 18 years of age are welcome to come on NPA ACT activities provided they are accompanied by a parent, guardian or 
close relative who will be required to sign a specific Risk Waiver for a Child form. 

Check-in/Emergency contact: 
Leaders can borrow the NPA’s Personal Locator Beacon (PLB) from Brian Slee, 6281 0719, brianslee@iprimus.com.au. 
In the event that an outing party returns late, the first point of contact for concerned family members is NPA’s Check-in/Emergency 
Contact Officer, not the police or National Parks service. 
To check the status of an overdue walk, contact Mike Bremers, 0428 923 408, outings@npaact.org.au or Brian Slee (contact as above).  
Leaders should check in by contacting the Check-in Officer (text or email will suffice) at completion of outing. Leaders should also email 
their signed ATTENDANCE RECORD AND RISK WAIVER FORM to Brian as above. 

COVID-19 arrangements: 
The following information sets out the current arrangements for outings in the NPA ACT walks program under restrictions on 
community activities introduced by the ACT Government aimed at reducing the risk of transmission of the COVID-19 virus. Walk 
descriptions will not always contain a meeting place or time, with this information being made available by contacting the leader. 
Walkers wishing to participate in a walk need to read these arrangements and the risk waiver on the Attendance and Risk 
Waiver form available at https://www.npaact.org.au//res/File/2017/Attendance%20Form(2017).pdf, then contact the leader to 
register, providing their name and a contact phone number. 
Walkers are advised that they should not register with the leader (or attend the walk) if they have or have had flu-like symptoms 
such as a fever with a cough, sore throat or shortness of breath in the previous 2 weeks. For further information see the ACT 
Government COVID-19 website (https://www.covid19.act.gov.au/). Walkers are reminded that social distancing requirements will 
be in force on the walk and they are expected to practise good hygiene. 
Participation in the walk will be considered acceptance of these arrangements and the risk waiver.
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NPA outings program September – December 2021 (page 2 of 4) 

5 September 
Sunday walk

Corang circuit 
From Wog Wog entrance to Morton National Park on foot track to 
Corang Peak for great views, then down Conglomerate Slope to 
Canowie Brook and on to Corang River, passing Many Rock Ribs on 
way to lagoon. Return to Wog Wog from there. The walk takes about 8 
hours, is mostly on track or footpad, some of which may be 
overgrown. Distance 25 km, total climb about 650 m.  
Early start essential. Limit of 8. Book with leader by 3 September.

Map: Corang 1:25,000 
Grading: 4A/D/E 
Drive: 220 km, $88 per car 
Leader: Philip Gatenby 
Contact: 0401 415 446 or 
philip.gatenby@gmail.com

10–14 
September 
Pack walk

Hoddles Castle and Quiltys Mountain 
A partly exploratory walk in the Budawangs from the Nerriga entrance 
to Morton NP. Spend 2 nights near Hoddles Castle and 2 nights on 
Vines Creek near its junction with Endrick River. Explore Mount Hoddle, 
Hidden Valley and more on day walks. Some of the walk is on track 
(which may be overgrown in places), rock scrambling and finding 
routes through cliff lines will be involved, and thick scrub may be 
encountered. More details available closer to date of walk. Limit of 8.  
Contact leader, preferably by email, by 8 September.

Map: Endrick 1:25,000 
Grading: 2A/D/E/F 
Drive: 260 km, $104 per car 
Leader: Philip Gatenby 
Contact: 0401 415 446 or 
philip.gatenby@gmail.com

11 September 
Saturday work 
party

Gudgenby Bush Regeneration Group 
Cutting and dabbing of woody weeds at site to be determined in 
Gudgenby Valley. 
Car-pooling available for journey there and tools will be provided.  
Meet at Namadgi Visitor Centre at 9 am. Contact leader for 
registration.

Leader: Doug Brown 
Contact: 6247 0239 or 
kambalda@tpg.com.au

12 September 
Sunday walk

Sherwood Homestead daffodils 
An easy walk mainly on tracks to visit the daffodils and have lunch 
under the oaks and elms of the remnant garden at this historic 
homestead site off Mountain Creek Road. Meet at Kirkpatrick Street car 
park, just off Cotter Road, Weston, at 8:30 am.

Map: Cotter Dam 1:25,000 
Grading: 1A/B/C 
Drive: 44 km, $16 per car 
Leader: Steven Forst 
Contact: 0428 195 236 or 
steven.forst@iinet.net.au

19 September 
Sunday walk

Fetherston Gardens: guided nature walk 
9:30 am start. Short, easy walk (~1.5 hours) through Fetherston 
Gardens, Heysen Street, Weston. Learn about its interesting history 
and restoration to its current beautiful state. Optional morning tea 
provided by volunteers at finish for small donation.  
Bookings necessary with Cynthia Burton @ npa60thinfo@gmail.com 

Grading: 1A 
Leader: Jan Morgan

22 September 
Wednesday walk

Joint NPA / BBC / CBC activity 
Details are emailed to those on the Wednesday Walks email list. 
Otherwise contact leader.

Leader: Mike Smith 
Contact: 0412 179 907

25 September 
Saturday work 
party

Pierces Creek area rehabilitation 
The Pierces Creek area is a rehabilitation project after the 2003 
bushfires. This is a follow up to the 2020 work party. The work will be 
under the direction of PCS staff. All tools will be provided but please 
bring your own gloves. Book with leader by 23 September.  
Meet at Dillon Close, off Namatjira Drive, Weston at 8:15 am.

Drive: 50 km, $20 per car 
Leader: Brian Slee 
Contact: 6281 0719 or 
brianslee@iprimus.com.au

26 September 
Sunday morning 
walk

Australian National University sculptures 
Meet 9 am in car park near Reserve Bank Building at city end of 
University Avenue. An easy stroll through the ANU grounds to view 
some of the wonderful sculptures. Complements the October 2020 
walk led by Jan Morgan to view ANU's trees.

Leader: Col McAlister 
Contact: 6288 4171 or 
cvmac@grapevine.com.au

29 September 
Wednesday walk

Joint NPA / BBC / CBC activity 
Details are emailed to those on the Wednesday Walks email list. 
Otherwise contact leader.

Leader: Steven Forst 
Contact: 0428 195 236 or 
steven.forst@iinet.net.au

4 October 
Monday walk

Blundells Flat to Mount Coree 
A walk up south-eastern spur of Mount Coree, following old route 
(CBC's 1974 Bushwalking near Canberra). 650 metres of climbing, first 
on fire trail then off track. Likely to be very scrubby. Morning tea with 
the great views from Mount Coree. Descend via ACT border to Curries 
Road and return to start.  
Contact leader, preferably by email, by 1 October.

Map: Cotter Dam 1:25,000 
Grading: 2A/D/E/F 
Drive: 60 km, $24 per car 
Leader: Rod Griffiths 
Contact: 0410 875 731 or 
rod.blackdog@gmail.com 

5 October 
Tuesday walk

Charlotte Pass, Snowy River (snowshoe) 
Depart 6:30 am. Drive to Charlotte Pass. Snowshoe on new track 
parallel to Snowy River, possibly as far as Spencer Creek, return same 
way or via Guthrie Ridge. Distance will depend on conditions. 
Afternoon tea Jindabyne.  
For weather check and departure point, contact leader by Sunday.

Map: Perisher Valley 1:25,000 
Grading: 1A/B/F (on snow) 
Drive: 420 km, $168 per car 
+ park entry 
Leader: Brian Slee 
Contact: 6281 0719 or 
brianslee@iprimus.com.au
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9 October 
Saturday work party

Gudgenby Bush Regeneration Group 
Cutting and dabbing of woody weeds at site to be determined in 
Gudgenby Valley. 
Car-pooling available for journey there and tools will be provided. 
Meet at Namadgi Visitor Centre at 9 am. Contact leader for 
registration.

Leader: Doug Brown 
Contact: 6247 0239 or 
kambalda@tpg.com.au

9 October 
Saturday nature walk

Black Mountain wildflowers 
50th Friends of Black Mountain spring wildflower ramble. Meet 9:30 
am, car park (marked with balloons) on south side of Belconnen 
Way, just before Caswell Drive exit. After all the rain, a good 
display is anticipated. Numbers limited so book with leader or by 
email. See notice on page 30.

Leader: Linda Beveridge 
Contact: 0437 298 711 or 
friendsofblackmountain@gmail.
com 

9–10 October 
Pack walk

Boboyan Valley 
Meet 10 am at Brayshaws Hut. Easy pack walk, 9–10 km each day 
with plenty of stops. We follow Settlers Track from Brayshaws to 
Waterhole Hut, thence to Lutons Crutching Shed to camp. On 
Sunday we explore historic sites in Boboyan Valley including 
Boboyan Homestead ruins, graves, well, vestigial signs of earlier 
buildings and the Davey Brayshaw cairn, then back to cars. 
Book with leader by 4 October to organise transport.

Map: Rooftop’s Namadgi ACT 
South 
Grade: 3A 
Drive: 170 km, $68 per car 
Leader: Graham Scully 
Contact: 0478 609 917 or 
scully.graham183@gmail.com 

15–17 October 
Pack walk

Morton National Park: Scenic Rim Track 
Modest walk from Wog Wog entrance to Admiration Point (camp 2 
nights). Day 2 we visit local high spots with big views along 
escarpments. Day 3 we return with detour to Sneddon Pass. Area 
burnt in 2020 so the 2 km off-track will be open. Numbers limited. 
Contact leader by 12 October, preferably by email.

Map: Corang 1:25,000 
Grading: 1A/C 
Drive: 300 km, $120 per car 
Leader: Rupert Barnett 
Contact: 6242 5241 or 
rupert.b@iinet.net.au 

23 October 
Work party

Broom control – Brayshaws Hut area 
Meet 8 am Kambah Village shops. This work party will involve the 
removal of broom in the area between Brayshaws and Westermans 
huts. The location of plants has been refined over previous years 
and we will return to the most ’productive’ sites. All tools and 
equipment provided, just bring gloves and a GPS. Book with leader 
by 21 October.

Drive: 130 km, $52 per car 
Leader: Michaela Popham 
Contact: 0413 537 333

31 October 
Sunday walk

Stoney Creek to Murrumbidgee River 
Meet 9 am at Uriarra Road, 4.5 km from Opperman Ave (park 
south of road, opposite Spring Valley turnoff) [822923 on 
Canberra 1:25,000]. Follow tracks west then off-track above 
Stoney Creek to the Murrumbidgee. Follow river upstream and 
return higher up for great views. Some uneven ground. Bring 
lunch. Afternoon tea Denman Prospect.

Map: Canberra, Cotter Dam 
1:25,000 
Grading: 1A/B/C 
Leader: Brian Slee 
Contact: 6281 0719 or 
brianslee@iprimus.com.au

November 
Work party

Dananbilla Nature Reserve, NSW 
A work party, usually 3 days, may be held in November at 
Dananbilla. Details will appear in the short notice system.

Leader: Martin Chalk 
Contact: 0411 161 056

3–12 November 
Car camp

NSW South Coast 
Birds, beaches, headlands, forests, bushfire recovery, swimming, 
walks, coffees, cake shops, fish and chips. Campfires at Termeil 
only. Night camps as follows: 
3–5 Nov – Termeil campground, Meroo NP; 
6–8 Nov – Congo, Eurobodalla NP; and 
9–11 Nov – Brou Lake, Eurobodalla NP. 
Participants will need to make their own bookings through NPWS 
booking system. Bookings open 90 days prior to visit. $6 admin 
per booking. Minimal car-pooling. 
Limit of 10 as camping areas are small and heavily used.  
Register with Gary Thompson.

Map: South Coast Forest 
Distance: 700 km (inc. side 
trips) 
Leaders: Di and Gary 
Thompson 
Contact: 0401 590 046 or 
garythompson.au@hotmail.com 

6 November 
Saturday dog walk

The Pinnacle and Mount Painter 
Join the leader and Tilly on a walk through The Pinnacle and Mount 
Painter nature reserves. On-lead and well-behaved dogs are 
welcome to spend the morning sampling the woodlands and good 
views from the two reserves.  
Contact leader, preferably by email, by 5 November.

Map: Canberra 1:25,000 
Grading: 2A 
Leader: Rod Griffiths 
Contact: 0410 875 731 or 
rod.blackdog@gmail.com

7 November 
Sunday gathering

Cotter Bend: paint/sketch/photograph 
Meet at 8:30 am. Join talented local artist, Ross Andrews, for a 
morning of painting, sketching or photography in the lovely 
environs of Cotter Bend. No tuition provided but feel free to share 
tips, ideas and inspirations with a like-minded group of artists. A 
simple morning tea will be provided (COVID permitting).  
Bookings required with Cynthia Burton @ npa60thinfo@gmail.com 

Grading: 1A 
Leader: Ross Andrews

mailto:kambalda@tpg.com.au
mailto:friendsofblackmountain@gmail.com
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mailto:rupert.b@iinet.net.au
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NPA outings program September – December 2021 (page 4 of 4) 

13 November 
Saturday work 
party

Gudgenby Bush Regeneration Group 
Cutting and dabbing of woody weeds at site to be determined in 
Gudgenby Valley. 
Car-pooling available for journey there and tools will be provided. Meet 
at Namadgi Visitor Centre at 9 am. Contact leader for registration.

Leader: Doug Brown 
Contact: 6247 0239 or 
kambalda@tpg.com.au

14 November 
Sunday nature walk

ACT Border wildflowers: guided walk 
Botanist Isobel Crawford and ACT border specialist Rod Griffiths will 
share their knowledge of local flowers and the fascinating history of the 
NSW/ACT border on what promises to be a delightful morning ramble in 
an accessible border area (meet-up location and time to be provided 
closer to date). 
Bookings required with Cynthia Burton @ npa60thinfo@gmail.com

Grading: 1A/B 
Leaders: Isobel Crawford, 
Rod Griffiths

20–21 November 
Weekend pack walk

Love Nest in the Sallees 
An easy overnight pack walk from Tantangara Dam visiting Pedens Hut 
and the Love Nest in the Sallees primitive hut site. Possible visit to 
Townsends Hut on way out. Contact leader early (numbers limited) and 
to arrange transport and meeting times.

Map: Cotter Dam 1:25,000 
Grading: 1A/B/C 
Drive: 260 km, $100 per car 
Leader: Steven Forst 
Contact: 0428 195 236 or 
steven.forst@iinet.net.au

21 November 
Sunday walk

Square Rock 
Meet 9:30 am at Lanyon Shops car park, adjacent to Tharwa Drive and 
Box Hill Avenue roundabout. Walk starts at Square Rock car park, Corin 
Road, and is all on track, easy to moderate. Lunch with views at Square 
Rock. After good season, wildflowers should be spectacular. Contact 
leader by Saturday.

Map: Corin Dam 1:25,000 
Grading: 1A 
Drive: 50 km, $20 per car 
Leader: Ian Bell 
Contact: 
bellit@bigpond.com 

22–29 November 
NPA ACT Art Week

NPA ACT Art Week at Gudgenby Cottage 
Open Day on Wednesday 24 November, but NPA day visitors welcome 
any time. Limit six each overnight, book asap please. Some charge may 
apply. See announcement on page 30. 

Leaders: Adrienne Nicholson 
and Hazel Rath 
Contact: 6281 6381 or  
0418 215 461

26–30 November 
Pack walk

Namadgi peaks 
Starting from Yankee Hat car park, Gudgenby Valley, we climb several 
Namadgi peaks including Burbidge, Kelly and Scabby. Along the way we 
camp at Bogong Gap, on the flats below Mount Kelly (probably 2 nights) 
and on the upper reaches of Naas Creek. All off-track or on overgrown 
fire trail. Rock scrambling and patches of regrowth. Suitable for 
experienced off-track pack walkers. Contact leader by 24 November, 
preferably by email.

Maps: Rendezvous Creek, 
Yaouk 1:25,000 
Grading: 2D/E 
Drive: 140 km, $56 per car 
Leader: Philip Gatenby 
Contact: 0401 415 446 or 
philip.gatenby@gmail.com 

27 November 
Work party

Briar control – Max and Berts Hut site 
Meet 8 am at Kambah Village shops. This will be NPA’s sixth work party 
at Max and Berts Hut site (hut was destroyed in 2020 bushfires), located 
remotely in Booth Range above Naas River, about 10 km south of Caloola 
Farm. Access on fire trail to a point below the site will be by vehicle ‒ the 
last 1 km (horizontal) and 200 m (vertical) will be on foot. The site is a 
delightful location and deserves our attention by removing the briars. All 
tools provided, bring own gloves. Book with leader by 25 November.

Drive: 92 km, $37 per car 
Leader: Martin Chalk 
Contact: 0411 161 056

4–5 December 
Canoe trip

Talbingo canoe trip 
Paddle 4 km from ‘Sue City’ (O'Hares Rest Area) to campsite on Talbingo 
Reservoir. Options for afternoon and next morning include swimming or 
paddling (down reservoir or into Yarrangobilly Arm).  
Beautiful location suitable for beginners. BYO canoe or kayak.  
Contact leader by 1 December.

Maps: Ravine, Yarrangobilly 
1:25,000 
Grading: Easy flatwater 
Drive: 480 km, $192 per car 
Leader: Mike Bremers 
Contact: 0428 923 408 or 
mcbremers@gmail.com

5 December 
Sunday walk

The Border and Settlers Track 
Meet at Kambah Village shops car park at 8:30 am. A walk following the 
southern ACT border from Boboyan Road to Scabby Range Nature 
Reserve and returning mostly on the Settlers Track. Mostly on track with 
a few off-track link ups.

Map: Cotter Dam 1:25,000 
Grading: 1A/B/C 
Drive: 170 km, $68 per car 
Leader: Steven Forst 
Contact: 0428 195 236 or 
steven.forst@iinet.net.au

11 December 
Saturday work 
party and 
Christmas party

Gudgenby Bush Regeneration Group 
Cutting and dabbing of woody weeds near Gudgenby Cottage and 
Homestead, followed by Christmas party at Cottage. Please bring 
something to share for lunch, subject to COVID requirements. Car-
pooling available for journey there and tools will be provided. Meet at 
Namadgi Visitor Centre at 9 am. Contact leader for registration.

Leader: Doug Brown 
Contact: 6247 0239 or 
kambalda@tpg.com.au

12 December 
Sunday

NPA Christmas party 
See announcement on page 30. Please check the website for more 
details closer to the date.

Contact a committee 
member if you need a lift

mailto:kambalda@tpg.com.au
mailto:npa60thinfo@gmail.com
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mailto:bellit@bigpond.com
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It was a very cold and frosty morning on 
Saturday 10 July when 12 members of the 
Gudgenby Bush Regeneration Group assembled 
at the Yankee Hat car park ready to take on the 
task of the day. Thick ice had formed on the two 
creek crossings on the road to the car park and, 
without any sunshine, it was obvious that it 
would be a chilly time in the valley. 

Adjacent to the car park, a wire netting 
exclosure had been erected in the year 2000 
through the funding of an Olympic Landcare 
project. The idea of the exclosure was to keep 
out grazing animals such as rabbits and 
kangaroos, so as to allow the enclosed plants to 
produce seed as a source for regeneration as 
the pine forest was gradually removed. GBRG 
had only just commenced replacing the felled 
pines with native trees in 1999 and there were 
many more years of work before the pine forest 
was completely removed. 

On Saturday 12 August 2000, Monique Allen 
launched this project which enabled 2,000 
eucalypts and wattles to be planted inside the 
exclosure and in the surrounding area.  
Monique was a member of the Olympic 
gymnastic team in Barcelona in 1992. Not all 
the trees were planted at the same work party, 
with more planted in September when the 
Olympic torch was closest to the Gudgenby 
area. 

Over the years, rabbits had undermined the 
fence surrounding the exclosure and made 

burrows inside; the gate had fallen off and, finally, the corner posts and 
the sign that told the history and purpose of the enclosure were burnt in 
the January 2020 bushfires. After being granted permission to remove 
the fence and star pickets, the Gudgenby Bushies set about their task of 
taking down what was left of the structure. 

As the fence was 1.8 metres high, it had to be cut into suitable lengths 
before rolling the pieces up, to make them light enough to carry to a site 
close to the road for later removal. Wire cutters, saws, mattocks and 
brute strength were needed to demolish what was left of the exclosure. 
The star pickets were removed, as well as any buried fencing designed 
to keep out rabbits. With so many able helpers, it was completed in 
record time. Before departing, Clive gave a brief talk on what species of 
trees were resprouting after the fire and then we all retired to the 
forestry hut for a well-earned lunch. 

Clive Hurlstone and Hazel Rath

Winter work party for the Gudgenby Bushies

National Rock Garden and beyond 
Date: Sunday 25 July 2021 

Weather: Grim 

The weather was hardly amenable for a Canberra lakeside walk, snow hugging the slopes of the Brindabellas, scattered rain 
and pea hail, gentle breezes. When the seven NPA members assembled at the grand boulders in the Geological Society of 
Australia’s Rock Garden for a self-guided tour it was 4 degrees Celsius. 

The stunning Federation Rocks ranging in age from 175 to 2,490 million years old have excellent explanatory plaques, so 
we quickly moved to the second phase of the program – to the National Museum. Brian and Sonja led the walk at a great 
pace on the bicycle/walking path, they were cold, but Alan, Deidre, Rupert and Simone made no complaints. Alan and Brian 
collected rubbish and bottles/cans, Rupert took photos while I kept a bird count – the usual suspects magpie, peewee, 
Crimson Rosella, wattlebird, Noisy Miner, Superb Fairy-wren and the pick – a female or young Darter on the lake wall. Two 
imposing termite mounds Sonja and I had seen on the recce a few days earlier stayed hidden in the weather. A discussion 
of the trees and weeds will be had on another, less inclement day. 

Before warming up in the cafe 
at the museum we detoured to 
one of the few remaining in-situ 
remnants of a limestone reef 
that features in the rock garden 
and for which the Limestone 
Plains were named. A pleasant 
outing in any weather. 

Kevin McCue

Background: Snow on the Tidbinbilla Range 
LeX: At the Na7onal Rock Garden. Photos 
by Rupert BarneH 

Right: Darter. Photo by Kevin McCue

Job completed. Photo by Rupert BarneH
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Bushwalk reports 

Denman Prospect 

Date: Sunday, 18 April 2021 

Participants: Brian Slee (leader), Peter and Marilyn Anderson-Smith, 
Matthew Collett, Jenny Collins, Terry Donohue, Greg Lawrence, Sonja 
Lenz, Kevin McCue, Donna McTavish, Rebecca Rieger, Mina Roberts, 
Maribelle Young. 

Weather: Cool and cloudy at first clearing to sunny and mild; light 
breeze. 

In 2019 I led a walk on a new track beside the Molonglo, heading west 
from Coombs, and for the want of a turning point we continued up to 
Denman Prospect shops. The forested ridge further west, which 
descends from Mount Stromlo, looked inviting for future walks, but 
where to start and where to go? It took five recces to work out a route 
for this outing and even then we strayed into unknown territory. 

Western Carpark, on Uriarra Road, sits on the aforesaid Stromlo ridge so 
it became our 8:30 am meeting point. A fire trail undulates north from 
there, providing access to hills (670 m) in Bluetts Block. Despite the 
gloom, the valley and local terrain looked inviting so instead of returning 
to the trail, we descended off-track through forest. A German 
shorthaired pointer was out for a run. Kevin photographed a Golden 
Orb-weaving Spider, which looked like a silver beetle. Wallabies darted 
about. 

We emerged where the fire trail exits the fence. Our main destinations – 
Butters Bridge, Ridgeline Park – could be seen but we needed a break 
so descended on a new path, crossed Holborow Bridge and arrived at 
‘Morning Dew’ at 9:40 am. Designed to trap the sun, it appeared, and 
we lingered 40 minutes. 

Cravens Creek flows north toward Butters Bridge so we returned to the 
western side and headed that way. Not always pretty with blackberries 
running rampant and the pine forest recently felled. We crossed the dam 

which retains the lower of two ponds around 
which an innovative community park will be 
created. 

Sir John Butters is well served by the 
descriptive sign attached to the bridge named 
in his honour. The far end was blocked for 
construction of Namarag (‘wattle’), the first of 
two special purpose reserves which will include 
new tracks and a nature play area. From the 
bridge it is obvious that uniform building 
heights in Denman are duplicating, in what is 
otherwise an interesting suburb, the dull 
flatness of the Coombs skyline. 

Ridgeline Park’s prominent tower makes it easy 
to find. A Brown Falcon was keeping its eye on 
us. We crossed into Greenwood Street and 
continued up to the park. With a now bright 
blue sky, the 360° panorama was delightful. 
The playground is a child magnet. The 
promenade extends along the ridge as it heads 
south with unique street furniture, lighting and 
artwork. We returned to the cars via back 
streets and Uriarra Road, arriving 12:20 pm. 
10 km, 75 drink containers collected! 

Denman Prospect will ultimately be the second 
biggest suburb in Canberra. Many of its walks 
will remain accessible, despite the intensive 
development underway. A first look for NPA 
and well worth repeating. And all the new 
faces, please join us again. 

Brian Slee

Approaching Craven Creek dam aXer morning tea. Photos by Kevin McCue

Common Bronzewing                     Golden Orb Weaver             Kangaroo
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Date: 27–29 March 2021 

Participants: Philip Gatenby (leader), Melinda 
Brouwer, Jan Gatenby, Dave Kelly, Terrylea Reynolds 

Weather: Mostly fine, occasionally sunny 

Returning successfully to Boolijah Creek after a 35-
year absence (reported in the June 2021 Bulletin) 
turned my attention to Picture Canyon and the nearby 
Sassafras Trig, places in the northern Budawangs I’d 
not seen for a similar length of time. Back Range 
Creek, a tributary of Bulee Brook which in turn is a 
tributary of Endrick River, has carved and now flows 
through Picture Canyon. Both Bulee Brook and Back 
Range Creek rise near the town of Sassafras and join 
once the creeks have wound their ways south-west to 
the base of the escarpment. Picture Canyon, described 
by Doughton (2004, p. 121) as ‘the best and most 
beautiful example of its kind to be found anywhere in 
the Budawangs’, is close to the junction of the two 
creeks.  

South of this heavily creek-dissected area is the 
sandstone massif, Sassafras, surrounded on three 
sides by imposing cliffs. Before the 2019 fire much of 
the top of Sassafras was covered with almost 
impenetrable scrub. In recent years this made getting 
to its trig very difficult. 

Our walk started from the Nerriga entrance to Morton 
National Park, heading east for a couple of kilometres 
to a ford on the Endrick known as Quiltys Crossing. 
Recent rains had increased the river's flow but wading 
was still possible. Beyond the crossing the track, now 
called Red Ground, enters the national park. We left 
the track a kilometre from the ford en route to Bulee 
Brook via a gap between the western cliffs of the 
Sassafras Massif and an unnamed mesa to the west. 
The gap used to be called Gilberts Gap but its name 

on more recent maps has been changed for some reason to the 
much harder to enunciate Galbraiths Yard Gap. The new name 
recognises John Galbraith who grew potatoes near the junction of 
Vines Creek and Endrick River early last century (The Budawang 
Committee) and presumably also corralled stock in the gap. In 
and either side of the gap was 2-metre high regrowth, mainly 
acacia, and the most extensive encountered all trip as it turned 
out. 

Progress was slow and it was a relief to get closer to Bulee Brook 
where the top end of a largely overgrown old fire trail briefly (it 
soon petered out) helped our progress east. Walking beside the 
brook there were patches of regrowth, thick on side creeks, but 
these were compensated for by an abundance of the rare Pink 
Flannel Flower (Actinotus forsythii). Apparently, these flowers 
occur only after a combination of fire followed by sufficient rain. It 
may be 50 years or more before they reappear. 

21

Picture Canyon and Sassafras Trig Inside Picture Canyon. All photos by Jan and Philip Gatenby

Picture canyon, lower end
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The easiest way into Picture Canyon, as we found out next morning, 
was from downstream. The canyon is flat, about 15 metres high, a 
couple of hundred metres long and narrows towards its end. Initially, 
the sides are covered in fern, replaced further in by bare colourful 
rock. It‘s possible to walk and wade through. At the top end of the 
canyon is a small waterfall, now difficult to negotiate because it’s 
choked with a large tree trunk. 
A quick lunch back at our campsite then we gradually climbed onto 
the plateau of Sassafras Mountain, weaving through rock outcrops 
and minor cliffs. Again, an abundance of Pink Flannel Flower on the 
top. In the post-fire landscape the old stone trig, still in remarkably 
good condition, proved easier than expected to find. The map 
showed a flat swampy area about a kilometre and a half west of the 
trig. Knowing there’d be water nearby we walked towards the swamp 
and found on its downstream side a large, flat rock platform which 
proved to be a spectacular location to camp the night with a stream 
flowing across the rocks and a waterfall tumbling over its edge. 
Fog next morning highlighted hundreds of spiders’ webs glistening in 
the stark, bare black branches of the burnt scrub beside the rock 
platform. Aiming to return to the Red Ground Track south of 
Sassafras Mountain, our route took us west then south and a little bit 
east to a known break in the escarpment. The fog slowly lifted, 
replaced by sunshine and by the time we’d reached the track and 
found a lunch spot on a sandstone slab where it forded a couple of 
creeks, we were warm enough for a quick swim in a pool below the 
slab. Under the creek’s water were initials (seemingly DP and HB, 
followed by a year, possibly 1911) carved into the sandstone. In 
many previous trips to this location I’d not noticed them. Perhaps 
persistent recent rain and increased flow of water over the slab had 
cleaned the rock making the initials more visible. We wondered 
whose they were. 
The return trip to the cars was west along the Red Ground Track. 
Beside the track, Wild Iris (Patersonia sericea) were flowering 
aplenty. The Endrick had receded a bit in 2 days but still needed care 
to ford. 

References: 

Doughton, R 2004, Bushwalking in the Budawangs, 3rd 
edition, Envirobook, Sussex Inlet. 
The Budawang Committee 1982, Pigeon House and 
Beyond: a guide to the Budawang Range and environs, 
The Budawang Committee, Eastwood. 

Top: Pink Flannel Flower, Ac)notus forsythia 
Below: Patersonia sericea

‘Spider city’Philip Gatenby 
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Gudgenby Valley circuit

Date: Wednesday, 19 May 2021 

Participants: Brian Slee (leader), Mike 
Bremers, Sonja Lenz, Kevin McCue, Michaela 
Popham, Tom Tyrrell 

Weather: Beautiful 
The first NPA Gudgenby Valley circuit walk held 
in conjunction with Art Week took place in 2018 
(NPA Bulletin, September 2018, p. 20). This, 
the second, held at short notice due to a delay 
in reopening the national park, took a similar 16 
km route but in an anticlockwise direction. The 
2020 Orroral fire wrought great damage to the 
mountains surrounding the valley. Early rain in 
2021, however, has led to a moderation in the 
visual impact. 
We set off west from Gudgenby Cottage at 9:30 
am under a clear sky, with frost from a probable 
overnight –6°C temperature encrusting every 
shaded area. After poking about the garden at 
Gudgenby Homestead, just across Gudgenby 
River from the cottage, we climbed the hill 
behind (1,003 m) for our first encounter with 
the large mobs of Grey Kangaroos which live 
relatively charmed lives, safe from being shot 
but always on the alert for dingoes. 
Having connected to the trail and crossed 
Middle Creek, before turning south we took a 
break beneath the spread of a massive 
Eucalyptus rubida. Its weedy surrounds suggest 
it once shaded herds of sheep. Other isolated 
gums stood out in the wide valley. Flame Robins 

began flitting through the shrubs – bright globes in a straw-coloured 
landscape, they simulate confident vanity. 
Lunch was to be at Frank and Jacks Hut so we contoured the slope 
around Yankee Hat as we followed Bogong Creek upstream before 
turning east and crossing it at the road bridge. The tussocky grass 
beside the creek is flourishing but significant quantities of silt from 
recent flooding remain unvegetated. We reached the hut at 12:20 pm 
after inspecting the lopped False Acacias at the sheep dip. 
On the return trip north there was a parting of the ways with two of the 
group taking Old Boboyan Road while the rest took the fire trails via 
Hospital Creek. It is from the latter that the full devastation of the fire is 
apparent: the granite cliffs and scree slopes descending from Hospital 
Hill are very raw and exposed. At Eleanor’s Grove it was good to see the 
eucalypts planted years ago by GBRG are flourishing. 
Michaela led us to the junction with Little Dry Creek (running nicely), 
pointing out the Wedge-tailed Eagle’s nest on the way. Eagles had been 
seen flying south of there. We climbed the slope for the final stretch with 
wonderful views west to the peaks of Gudgenby, Burbidge and Namadgi, 
a breeze wafting in for the first time. 
Reunited at the cottage, a wood 
fire was warming the living room 
where we enjoyed afternoon tea 
with the Art Week residents – 
thanks for the hospitality. Some 
‘artworks in progress’ were passed 
around. As we left at 3:30 pm, a 
slow scan of the surrounding 
scenery was all that was needed 
to remind us of what is so special 
about this oasis of tranquility. 

Brian Slee

23

Lunch at Frank and Jacks Hut.

Regrowth on Gudgenby circuit. Photos by Kevin McCue

Nimmo Nature Reserve and Snowy Plain 
On 14 June 2021, a cloudy holiday Monday, three NPA members 
completed a circuit from Nimmo Nature Reserve onto Snowy Plain in an 
area south-west of Eucumbene Dam. The walk, planned to take place 
further south in Kosciuszko National Park (CSIRO Hut to Davey Hut) began 
instead near Nimmo Hill, due to snow and slush on the powerline fire trail. 
With plenty of snow on the forest floor, it was cold, but any discomfort was 
mollified by the beautiful trees, mostly Manna Gums, lit by a fleeting sun, 
and views to snow-capped mountains. 

We also 
followed a 
stretch of the 
strongly flowing Gungarlin River. 
Despite the intense winter, drovers were still removing mobs of 
cattle from the plain. On the way out we passed a dad and his 
little boy who had built a snowman. And a tiny toilet bowl, for 
the boy no doubt. Dad beamed! 

Walks in the area are a chancy affair but the rewards are 
substantial. 

Brian Slee
Snowy Plain. Photo by Brian Slee 

Toolong Range. Photo by Mike Bremers
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Date: 30 May 2021 

Participants: Tyson Powell (leader), Tony Agostino, Kathy 
Ehmann, Jill Flanagan, Mark Hollow, Rosemary Hollow (walk 
organiser), Hanna and Subhash Jaireth, Deborah Lynne, Joy 
McCarthy, Phat Nguyen, Brian Slee, Robert Whyte  

Weather: Fine and sunny 
After being promoted on Facebook and in Burning Issues, this walk 
was well oversubscribed. The response was very encouraging and 
demonstrated there is a keen interest among current and 
prospective members for more information about Canberra and 
district’s Aboriginal links and heritage. The aim is to add more 
walks and talks in the year ahead to meet this need. 
When completed, the Ginninderry Conservation Corridor will create 
a 596-hectare conservation corridor along the Murrumbidgee River 
and Ginninderra Creek. It will cross the border and include land in 
both the ACT and NSW. It is a work in progress. 
The walk was organised by Rosemary Hollow and led by Tyson 
Powell, Aboriginal Project Officer with the Ginninderry Conservation 
Trust. Tyson is a Wiradjuri/Ngunnawal man. He has strong family 
connections to the area. His four times great-grandmother was 
Nellie Hamilton who, from 1842 to 1897, lived around Ginninderra, 
which then extended from Hall to Queanbeyan. His grandmother 
was born at Erambie (Cowra) mission and her mother was born at 
Hollywood (Yass) mission. Although they were removed from the 
area, the family still held strong connections to the Ginninderra 
area. Tyson has a strong passion for his culture and the land, and 
this was evident in his talks during the walk. 
On a cool and sunny Sunday morning walkers met at the Link 
Building, the centre for the Conservation Trust and the commercial 
arm of the Ginninderry operations. We had a brief introduction 
from Tyson about the Ginninderry Trust before heading off on a 4-
wheel drive track to the Murrumbidgee River. As Tyson explained, 
this will eventually be the main access route to the area. There are 
currently a couple of locked gates on the track while planning and 
assessment of the area is being completed. 
On a slow stroll down to the Murrumbidgee River with stunning 
views, Tyson stopped and cleared away some grass and dirt to find 
and share some surface artefact scatters1. These would have been 
made around the area and used by Aboriginal people both living 
there and travelling through. We stopped when we arrived at the 
Murrumbidgee River and Tyson talked about the Aboriginal 
communities who lived in the area, and those who travelled 
through on their way to the alpine region for Bogong Moth hunting 
and gatherings with mobs from across the area. This has been a 
corridor for a long time over generations of Aboriginal communities 
and thousands of years. 

As we walked up the hill for a morning tea break and 
a view down the Murrumbidgee River Tyson told us 
about activities he was involved in with the 
Ginninderry Conservation Trust, including taking 
groups of local Aboriginal school children on walks 
and working with local community members in 
developing cultural programs. He explained that the 
initial site for the visitor centre was moved when the 
Ginninderry Aboriginal Reference Group identified it 
as a significant cultural site. 
We finished the walk back at the Link Building, where 
Tyson used a relief model of the area to highlight the 
corridor area and future activities proposed. We then 
adjourned to the Stepping Stones Café for an 
excellent and well-deserved lunch. Located in the 
Strathnairn Arts Centre, this vegetarian café is a 
Social Enterprise business that hires refugee and 
migrant women and has great lunches and cakes 
too. 
One of the emails I received after the walk read Do 
please thank Tyson for being a considerate and 
knowledgeable guide. We felt it was a genuine 
reconciliation event and thoroughly enjoyed it. This 
summed up many of the comments made to me 
after the walk. My appreciation to the Ginninderry 
Conservation Trust for their support in organising the 
walk. 

Rosemary Hollow 
1 Surface artefact scatters are the material remains of past 
Aboriginal people’s activities. Scatter sites usually contain 
stone artefacts, but other material such as charcoal, animal 
bone, shell and ochre may also be present.

  

Ginninderry Conservation Corridor – an Aboriginal overview

View walking down to the Murrumbidgee River. Photos by Rosemary Hollow

Tyson shares his stories
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Rainer Rehwinkel is a retired Grassy Ecosystems Ecologist, formerly with the NSW 
Government, a member of the Friends of Grasslands Committee, a Trustee of the 
Wandiyali Restoration Trust, Convenor of Lawson Landcare, Acting Chair of Kosciuszko to 
Coast, Inc., and member of the Conservation Council's Lawson Campaign Committee.  
He gave a talk to the NPA general meeting on 15 July 2021. 

The area known variously as the Belconnen Naval Station, Lawson Defence Housing 
Australia (DHA) land, or simply Lawson North, has one of the largest patches of natural 
grassland remaining in the Belconnen district. It also supports endangered grassy 
woodlands, and habitat for a diversity of threatened and non-threatened fauna and flora 
species that are grassland or woodland specialists. The incredible and irreplaceable 
values of the Lawson grasslands are currently under serious threat from development. 
Friends of Grasslands (FOG), the Conservation Council ACT Region, and associated 
groups and individuals, have been campaigning against the development at this site1. 
Because of its status as Defence Housing land, a significant portion of the Lawson North 
site is under imminent threat from proposed suburban development. The DHA put a 
proposal before the public for consultation in 2021. The consultation process revealed a 
planned suburb that would cover the very top of the hill in the former Naval Station site 
(stage 1), with stage 2 of the development likely to significantly harm critically 
endangered ecological communities that are listed under Commonwealth legislation. 
Information on the proposed development is available online2,3. Maps of the proposed 
development were formerly on display4; however, these maps are now no longer 
available. 
Because of its status as Commonwealth land, the National Capital Authority drew up a 
Development Control Plan (DCP) for the Lawson site in 20135. This plan broadly defines 
the ecological values of the site and in broad terms sets out which areas can be, or 
shouldn't be, developed. Members of FOG and the Conservation Council's campaign, 
who have studied this issue carefully, believe that the proposed development will 
directly affect some of the irreplaceable values of the site, in particular, the critically 
endangered ecological communities and some threatened species. Even if development 
were restricted to the area that the DCP has defined as suitable for development, there 
would be many indirect effects, including off-site runoff of water and nutrients, littering, 
inappropriate uses and pressures from non-sympathetic recreational users and, 
critically, loss of connectivity through isolation and fragmentation of the remaining high-
value communities. These indirect effects are likely to be significantly exacerbated 
should stage 2 be developed. 
Briefly, the values of the site that are known to be under direct threat from the proposed 
development include a number of entities that are listed under Commonwealth 
threatened-species legislation. They include: Natural Temperate Grassland of the South 
Eastern Highlands6, Box–Gum Grassy Woodland7, Golden Sun Moth8, and Striped 
Legless Lizard9. The Lawson site, or its immediate environs, also provide habitat for a 
range of other listed or declining species10, many of which have actually been recorded 
either on site or in the immediate neighbourhood. Many of these species are also likely 
to be under threat from the proposed development, either directly, or indirectly, as 
discussed above. The list of these fauna and flora species is extensive. A reference with 
a comprehensive discussion of the threatened fauna and flora and declining species that 
are likely to be affected is available online10. 
The campaign to protect Lawson's unique natural treasures is ongoing: site visits with 
members of parliament are planned, and letters to relevant authorities have been 
written or are planned. A petition is available for signing online11. I wish to acknowledge 
the members of the National Parks Association for their support of this campaign. 

Rainer Rehwinkel 
References 
 1.  https://conservationcouncil.org.au/get-involved/take-action/save-lawson-north-grasslands/ 
 2.  https://dha.gov.au/development/residential/lawson-act 
 3.  https://www.lawsonnorth.com.au/ 
 4.  https://www.lawsonnorth.com.au/masterplan 
 5.  https://www.nca.gov.au/sites/default/files/DCP-1209-Block-2-Section-6-Block-1-

Section-16%20-Lawson-%20Belconnen-Naval-Transmitting%20Station.pdf 
 6.  http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicshowcommunity.pl?

id=152&status=Critically+Endangered 
7.  http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicshowcommunity.pl?id=43 
 8.  http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicspecies.pl?taxon_id=25234 
 9.  http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicspecies.pl?taxon_id=1649 
 10.  https://conservationcouncil.org.au/wp-content/uploads/Rainer-EE-Presentation.pdf 
 11.  https://conservationcouncil.org.au/call-to-protect-endangered-grasslands-from-development/ 
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  Lawson grasslands – a jewel under threat

Blue Devil

Bulbine Lily

Heathy Bush-pea

Lemon Beautyheads 
Background: Natural Temperate Grassland in 

Lawson North. Photos by Rainer Rehwinkel

http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicshowcommunity.pl?id=152&status=Critically+Endangered
http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/publicshowcommunity.pl?id=152&status=Critically+Endangered
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From little things big things grow. The seeds of 
Allan Savory’s grand strategy were sown more 
than half a century ago in his home country 
Southern Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe. During his 
work as an ecologist, park ranger and livestock 
farmer, he noted that the rural villagers tended to 
manage individual small plots on which they ran 
one or two livestock and an annual crop of maize. 
The plots were generally sparsely vegetated, so 
feed for the stock was limited, and the crop was 
generally meagre. 

Savory convinced the villagers to come together 
as a community to manage their livestock and 
land as a common resource, then implemented a 
scheme in which the area was divided into discrete 
sectors (paddocks, if you like) between which the 
consolidated herd was moved from time to time 
according to a set schedule. While this is, of 
necessity here, something of an oversimplification, 
it can be reported that major benefits flowed from 
the process as it became established over time: 
livestock thrived and crop yields rose. 

How can this be? Savory’s thesis is that the 
success of his ‘holistic management’ is due to its 
mimicking circumstances in the natural world: 
livestock, often in huge numbers, such as the 
North American bison before European settlement, 
and the wildlife of the Serengeti, graze and move 
on, graze and move on, and the grasslands 
continue to prosper in the presence of huge 
nomadic herds. 

So, it may initially seem counterintuitive, but what 
Savory is saying is that to reverse – on a small 
scale the denudation of a subsistence farmer’s plot 
and, on a global scale, ‘desertification’ of the 
world’s grasslands – we need to beef up the 
livestock population, not reduce it. The trick is to 
manage it in a scheme that keeps them on the 
move. ‘Spelled’ pasture rarely recovers, unless it is 
‘improved’. The improvement to undisturbed, 
natural grassland is the surface soil disturbance 
and fertiliser provided by large, transient herds. 
Consider the rapid deterioration of the grasslands 
of North America following the near extinction of 
the bison by Europeans. Perhaps we can think of it 

in terms of unconstrained herds continually moving to where the 
grass is greener, leaving behind an area where the grass will soon be 
greening. 

I found some support for this idea close to home, reading on the ACT 
Government EPSDD website that: 

The highest densities of kangaroos in the world (per square kilometre) are 
those in the valley-floor grasslands of Namadgi National 
Park and Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve in the ACT. 

These populations of eastern grey kangaroos have few known 
environmental impacts, and provide a wonderful wildlife spectacle, and 
opportunities to observe the beauty of these kangaroos in close proximity. 
There would need to be very good reasons before anyone would propose 
culling in such sites, as is required by government policy for all kangaroo 
populations in the ACT. 

Indeed! And perhaps a readily observable environmental ‘impact’ of 
the huge mobs of kangaroos in Namadgi and Tidbinbilla is their 
beneficial contribution to the health of the landscape. 

What I have given you is no more than a fleeting taste of the feast of 
ideas in Savory’s written work: for those interested, the book noted 
here covers the rationale and implementation of the holistic 
management process chapter (there are 45 of them) and verse, and I 
hope that this brief introduction will whet readers’ appetites to find 
out more. To do so will be worthwhile, I can assure you, even if you 
find yourself at odds with some of his ideas, a common and perhaps 
natural reaction to a new idea, until one gets one’s head around it. I 
recall the scepticism, bordering on overt hostility among some 
research staff when, back in the 1970s, Bill Mollison gave a lunchtime 
talk at CSIRO Plant Industry on the ‘Permaculture’ land management 
ideas that have since been validated and adopted worldwide. 

Similarly, farmers all around the world, including in Australia, have 
begun to implement holistic management precepts to positive effect. 
Savory himself is now an exile from his homeland. He was forced to 
leave because of his criticism of the racist policies of the Zimbabwean 
Government. Nevertheless, his work goes on, principally through the 
Savory Institute established in Boulder, Colorado, USA, in 2009, with 
the aim of facilitating regeneration of the world’s degraded 
grasslands. Online searching will yield a plethora of information about 
holistic management and its achievements, including video recordings 
of long presentations by Savory himself. The TED Ideas worth 
spreading website (ted.com) is a good place to start. An extensive 
Wikipedia entry will tell you everything you need to know about 
Savory’s career and credentials. 

Ed Highley

BOOK NOTICE 
Holistic Management: a commonsense revolution to restore our environment 
3rd edition, by Allan Savory with Jody Butterfield, Island Press, Washington, Covelo, London, 2016, xviii + 532 pp.

Kangaroos in the Gudgenby grasslands. Photo by Kevin McCue

https://www.environment.act.gov.au/parks-conservation/plants-and-animals/urban-wildlife/kangaroos/?a=390993
https://www.environment.act.gov.au/parks-conservation/plants-and-animals/urban-wildlife/kangaroos/?a=390993
http://www.tidbinbilla.com.au/
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Threats to Wollemi National Park from eight 
new coal mining leases 
The NSW Government has announced exploration and 
development of new coal mine leases in State Forests 
bordering Wollemi National Park, a UNESCO area. As part of 
the NSW Government 2020 Coal Strategy, eight new areas 
for coal exploration have been identified, four on the borders 
of the national park. 
The harm to biodiversity from forest loss and coal mining 
would be catastrophic to the ecosystems and environmental 
values of the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area 
(Wollemi Section). Nationally listed threatened species 
include the critically endangered Regent Honeyeater, 
endangered Glossy Black-cockatoo and the endangered 
Spotted-tailed Quoll. 
The potential coal leases also surround Ganguddy–Dunns 
Swamp, a significant site to the Aboriginal peoples. New coal 
mines could cause the swamp to lose significant amounts of 
groundwater and potentially be polluted from coal-mining 
toxic spillages. 
The Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area (Wollemi) 
has no buffer zones and is at risk of these coal mines being 
constructed right up to its borders – an unacceptable risk to 
this globally significant UNESCO park. NSW lost 2.7 million 
hectares of national parks (37 per cent of total) and 
830,000 hectares of native state forests in the 2019–20 
bushfires. 
Rather than mine the area, adding Coricudgy State Forest to 
Wollemi National Park would create thousands of additional 
sustainable new tourism jobs, tens of millions of biodiversity 
economic value for the long-term and boost Rylstone–Mount 
Coricudgy (Wollemi) region visitor numbers. There is more 
economic and biodiversity value in converting these eight 
coal leases to national parks rather than deforesting them 
for coal mines. 

Nature NSW (Winter 2021) 

Australia commits to increase the National 
Reserve System to combat biodiversity crisis 
National Parks Association of NSW president Dr Grahame 
Douglas, has welcomed the Prime Minister’s announcement 
that he will protect Australia’s biodiversity by conserving at 
least 30 per cent of our nation’s land and seas. Dr Douglas 
stated, ‘Setting a new target of 30 per cent for protection in 
our National Reserve System is a practical response to the 
desperate challenges facing Australia’s biodiversity and 
natural landscapes. Reaching the 30 per cent target will 
require large scale restoration of degraded landscapes.’ 

NPA NSW media release (22 June 2021) 

Kangaroo Island turns up the heat on feral 
pigs with high-tech eradication program 
After more than two centuries on Kangaroo Island (KI), feral 
pigs are in the firing line from all directions. An extensive 
high-tech aerial cull starts this week (July 2021), as part of 
a plan to wipe out the destructive pest, which was 
introduced by French explorers. The ambitious 3-year 
eradication program, funded by the South Australian and 
federal governments, was launched after last year's 
devastating bushfires. 

Thermal technology isn't the only weapon. Baiting stations 
targeting pigs are being filled with a poison that has only 
recently been released. ‘Sodium nitrite is really humane and 
kills pigs very quickly and much more effectively than 1080,’ 
KI Feral Pig Eradication Coordinator Matthew Korcz said. ‘For 
the feral pig eradication, so far we've had zero off-target kills 
from our poisoning program.’ 

The South Australian Department of Primary Industries, 
National Parks and Wildlife, the local landscape board and 
landholders have joined forces to carry out the multilayered 
eradication program. Program coordinators say the baits 
have been effective in poisoning the pigs which, among 
other damage, spread phytophthora, a fungal disease that is 
really bad news for native vegetation. 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2021-07-17/feral-pigs-
kangaroo-island-sa-eradication/100293826 

Barmah horse management gets a feral 
response 
Plans by Parks Victoria to remove feral horses from Barmah 
National Park are based on scientific studies going back 
decades. Those studies were drawn on when the Barmah 
floodplain wetlands were given international protection as a 
Ramsar-listed wetland. And the same and other studies 
were employed when the Victorian Parliament passed 
legislation protecting Barmah’s extensive Red Gum forests 
and wetlands as a national park. 

Unfortunately, some haven’t been able to accept the 
extensive evidence that a growing population of feral horses 
is damaging the wetlands, threatening native species, and 
severely shrinking the extent of Barmah’s remarkable Moira 
Grass plains. There are now far too many horses to 
successfully re-home. It’s time to accept that the horses 
have to go from the park. 

Park Watch (VNPA), No. 285 (June 2021) 

Milestone for nature as Andrews 
Government announces new national parks 
The Andrews Government has just announced a huge 
milestone: the creation of three new national parks for 
Victoria, together with new conservation parks, nature 
reserves and bushland reserves that will provide permanent 
protection for over 370 rare and threatened animals and 
plants. The new Wombat–Lerderderg National Park (near 
Daylesford), Mount Buangor National Park (near Beaufort) 
and the Pyrenees National Park (near Avoca), along with 
other parks and reserves have been tabled in Victorian 
Parliament, adding more than 50,000 hectares of protected 
bushland into Victoria’s wonderful parks estate. 

This is the first significant addition to our parks estate in 
over a decade. The creation of these parks will create critical 
habitat connectivity over a fragmented landscape and be 
good for both the environment and local economies. 

The staged implementation plan allowing continued 
extensive logging of the forests at Mount Cole (the proposed 
Mount Buangor National Park) and Pyrenees Ranges 
(proposed Pyrenees National Park) is deeply worrying. The 
plan to log much of these areas and then turn them into 
national parks in 2030 doesn’t make any sense. 

https://vnpa.org.au/breaking-news-new-national-parks/ 

PARKWATCH
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Expansion of the protected area estate on the 
Granite Belt 
The Granite Belt region of southern Queensland is well known 
for its significant national parks and as a thriving ecotourism 
destination. The region has a high degree of habitat diversity 
due to its elevation, topographic variation, outcropping rock 
and a pronounced east–west rainfall gradient. Vegetation 
includes tall open forest and woodland on rocky slopes, grassy 
open forests and woodlands on the deeper soils of lower 
slopes, and alluvial plains and shrub lands on rock pavements. 
To increase the protected area estate and preserve some of 
the unrepresented biodiversity values, a coalition of interests 
in southern Queensland, led by the Granite Belt Sustainable 
Action Network, has recently combined with the NPAQ to 
lobby for an expanded parks system. This will include adding 
the 915 ha Broadwater State Forest, the extensive 
Passchendaele State Forest and the Roberts Range which links 
Sundown National Park to Girraween. 

Protected (NPAQ), Issue 32 (Winter 2012) 

Halls Hut heritage listed 
Halls Hut, Lake Malbena, has been provisionally registered in 
the Tasmanian Heritage Register and public comment on the 
entry is being sought. It is one of six huts in national parks 
entered in the Heritage Register. They include Dixons Kingdom 
Hut, Junction Lake Hut, Du Cane Hut and the Hobart Walking 
Club Hut. 
All those with an interest in Halls Hut are encouraged to 
review the provisional entry on the Tasmanian Heritage 
Register and provide their feedback to the Tasmanian Heritage 
Council by 14 September. 
https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/about-the-department/news/halls-

hut-heritage-listed 

Creating Glenthorne National Park – 
Ittyamaiitpina Yarta 
The creation of Glenthorne National Park will see coordinated 
park planning and management across several important 
parcels of land including the Glenthorne property, O’Halloran 
Hill Recreation Park, Marino Conservation Park, Hallett Cove 
Conservation Park, Happy Valley Reservoir and areas of the 
Field River Valley. The total area is more than 1,500 hectares, 
which is bigger than Belair National Park. 

Glenthorne National Park will also become a base for a 
southern national park ranger service, and a newly established 
volunteer ranger program. 

Glenthorne.sa.gov.au/home 

Big fine for little bird theft 
A Glenelg North man has been convicted of breaching 
the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1972, receiving a hefty fine 
for illegally taking native birds. Taking wildlife illegally can 
attract significant fine and jail sentences. 
Convictions were recorded with a $3,950 fine imposed and 
prosecution costs of $500 awarded against the defendant. 
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/news-hub/news/articles/

2021/07/big-fine-little-bird-theft 

World Ranger Day 
Held annually on the last day of July, World Ranger Day is both 
a commemoration of rangers killed or injured in the line of 
duty, and a celebration of the work they do to protect natural 
treasures and cultural heritage globally. 
ACT Minister for Planning and Land Management Mick 
Gentleman said ACT rangers have worked especially hard 

during the past year to give Canberrans more 
opportunities to enjoy our parks and reserves. 
‘During COVID-19 restrictions, the ACT’s parks and 
reserves have been more valuable than ever to 
Canberrans,’ he said. ’Our rangers have worked tirelessly 
to maintain and improve them, including carrying out 
substantial repairs from bushfire damage. These efforts 
meant Namadgi National Park was able to reopen to 
visitors earlier than expected.’ 
World Ranger Day provides an opportunity to 
acknowledge rangers who face life-threatening situations 
in their work. According to Mr Gentleman, Canberra 
rangers face dangers including venomous snakes, 
rescuing lost hikers and battling bushfires. 
He thanked all of the team at ACT Parks and Conservation 
Service for their important work and encouraged 
Canberrans to celebrate World Ranger Day by visiting a 
Canberra nature park such as Namadgi or Tidbinbilla. 
World Ranger Day is an initiative of The Thin Green Line 
Foundation, an organisation that works with rangers and 
their associations, as well as conservation partners around 
the world. 

https://the-riotact.com/world-ranger-day-celebrate-the-
people-with-power-to-protect-our-parks/481937?

utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=daily&utm_campa
ign=2021-07-31 

Plans for new Australian Marine Parks 
The Indian Ocean Territories include some of Australia’s 
most pristine marine environments. Covering 740,000 
square kilometres of waters around Christmas Island and 
Cocos (Keeling) Islands, this is one of Australia’s most 
remote and undisturbed marine ecosystems. Plans to 
establish Australian Marine Parks will secure and protect 
this unique marine environment and the future of the 
Indian Ocean Territories. 

Australia’s tropical Indian Ocean Territories are famed for 
their natural beauty, extraordinary wildlife and vibrant 
cross-cultural communities.The waters surrounding 
Christmas Island and Cocos (Keeling) Islands are 
important socially and economically to local communities 
and support incredible biodiversity, including whale sharks, 
marine turtles, coral reef species and thousands of 
seabirds. 

Christmas Island and Cocos (Keeling) Islands are not 
currently protected in the Australian Marine Parks 
network. The independent Commonwealth Marine 
Reserves Review identified this as a gap in the network 
and recommended that marine parks be created in these 
waters. Establishing marine parks now will also help to 
keep these waters healthy and pristine into the future. 

Australian Marine Parks are recognised as one of the best 
ways to conserve and protect marine habitats and species, 
while supporting sustainable social and economic use of 
the marine environment. 

Australian Marine Parks can: 
• protect environments by helping conserve 

ecosystems, habitats and species 
• increase the resilience of species and habitats to 

global and systemic environmental pressures, such 
as climate change 

• accommodate important local commercial, 
recreational, and cultural activities, like fishing 

• contribute to local tourism economies 
• strengthen protection against international fishing 

pressures. 
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The Cocos (Keeling) Islands consist of two separate coral atolls, 24 km 
apart, which have formed atop an old volcanic seamount that rises from a 
depth of 5,000 m in the north-eastern Indian Ocean. Bathymetric research 
shows that the islands' foundations are actually two of a series of undersea 
features known as the Vening Meinesz Seamounts. This range of mountains 
also takes in Christmas Island and extends in a north-easterly direction 
from a prominent seafloor feature of the Indian Ocean known as the 
Ninetyeast Ridge. The Cocos atolls are two peaks in a section of the range 
known as the Cocos Rise. The two atolls are connected by a narrow 
submarine bank at a depth of 700–800 metres. 
The Cocos (Keeling) Islands were the only coral atolls that Charles Darwin 
visited in 1836 when he developed his well known theory of atoll formation. 
He considered that the upgrowth of coral reefs continued long after the 
seamounts that supported them had subsided. While others have presented 
alternative theories, Darwin's subsidence theory of coral reef development 
has gained wide acceptance. 

‘Establishing Australian Marine Parks in the Indian Ocean Territories’, at 
https://parksaustralia.gov.au/marine/iot/ 

‘Geology' [Cocos (Keeling) Islands], at https://www.environment.gov.au/
topics/national-parks/pulu-keeling-national-park/natural-environment/

geology 

Compiled by Hazel Rath and the editors Map by Google Maps applica7on

Australia’s largest national park proposed 
The South Australian Government has a grand plan to turn the Munga-Thirri–Simpson Desert Conservation Park and 
Regional Reserve into Australia's largest national park, covering an area of 36,000 square kilometres, equivalent to about 
half the area of Tasmania. 

Munga-Thirri–Simpson Desert is a vast, globally important wilderness in the heart of Australia. Within it are the world’s 
longest parallel sand dunes, just above Australia’s largest salt lake: Kati Thanda–Lake Eyre. When it rains in the Munga-
Thirri, temporary wetlands appear, teeming with bird life, and native flowers burst into spectacular colour across the burnt 
orange sand. The region has more than 900 species of animals and plants. First Nations Peoples custodianship of the area 
stretches back tens of thousands of years. 

While this is a great government initiative, fossil fuel companies still hold leases to potentially expand the gas industry into 
the proposed park: in South Australia, proclaiming a park doesn’t extinguish existing mining leases. 

17 August 2021, from an email by Julia Peacock, Nature Conservation Society of South Australia

Shoshana Rapley 

Title: Reintroduction of ‘Warabin’ (Bush 
Stone-curlew) to Mulligans Flat 

Shoshana was a NPA scholarship holder for 
her 2019 honours project on 
‘Warabin’ (Ngunnawal name for Bush Stone-
curlew; alternatively ‘Mulyara’) 
reintroduction. She is now continuing this 
project as a PhD and building on the success 
at Mulligans Flat to expand the reintroduction 
effort in south-eastern Australia. 

Margot Schneider 

Title: Exploring the effects of fire regimes on the chemical content 
of Eucalyptus pilularis leaves and inferring consequences for 
flammability 

The talk will focus on the effects of varying recent fire regimes on 
the nutrient and terpene (a plant secondary metabolite) 
concentration of both fresh and 
litter-bed leaves at Booderee 
National Park. The results will be 
discussed in the context of their 
influence on forest flammability. An 
overarching question is: Does fire 
increase flammability? 

Margot is passionate about the 
environment and has always loved 
interdisciplinary work. She majored 
in biochemistry and decided to do 
honours in environmental science 
because of the cross disciplines. 
Other interests besides science are 
rock climbing, and baking, which 
incorporate a love for the outdoors 
and chemistry.

Our October speakers 
Two NPA Scholarship recipients from ANU will be presenting at the October general meeting. Here is some more information about 
them and their talks:

Photos supplied by the scholars

https://parksaustralia.gov.au/marine/iot/
https://www.environment.gov.au/topics/national-parks/pulu-keeling-national-park/natural-environment/geology
https://www.environment.gov.au/topics/national-parks/pulu-keeling-national-park/natural-environment/geology
https://www.environment.gov.au/topics/national-parks/pulu-keeling-national-park/natural-environment/geology
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Volunteers needed 
We always need new volunteers to 
take over from members who have 
volunteered for a long time and need 
a break. Please consider putting your 
name forward for any jobs you think 
you can spend some time on for the 
good of NPA. It can be to lead walks or 
work parties, set up the meeting room 
for our general meetings, sell our 
books at public events, or by joining a 
subcommittee to spread the load. 

If you can help please email 
admin@npaact.org.au  

or leave a message on the  
office phone (02) 6229 3201.

NPA ACT welcomes  
the following new members: 

Tony & Helen Agostino 
Ben Schutte 
Hugh Coppell 
Kathy Binns 

Robert Hawes 
Donna Wilson 

Wayne & Elizabeth Holgate 
Gary Boxsell 
Alan Laird 

John & Kristen Power and family 
 Andrew Gatenby & Erin Sendall 
James & Kate Lehane and family 

Jocelyn Newman 
Sue Champion 

Alex Bush 
Julian & Magriet Raxworthy 

Jess Hambly & Andrew Burridge 
Janet Duncan 
Tim McNamara 

Elias & Vanessa Hallaj and family 

We look forward to seeing you  
at NPA activities.

NPA Bulletin board

Red spot 
Subscriptions for 2021-22 are now overdue. If 

there is a red spot on your Bulletin address sheet 
and in your Bulletin or you have received a reminder 
notice and not yet paid, the association’s records show 
your current subscription has not been received. 
Please take the time to make amendments to the 
renewal form if the information NPA holds 
confidentially in its database needs correcting. Please 
send the whole form back or use the online form 
https://www.npaact.org.au/index.php/pages/join with 
any changes and your payment details. Thank you! 

Sonja Lenz, Secretary
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NPA Christmas party 
Sunday 12 December at Namadgi Visitor Centre 
We are planning to have an outside picnic from 11:30 on. 
Bring your own picnic lunch, drinks and a chair if possible. 
Check with Sonja (6251 1291) if you need a lift. 
Please check the website or Burning Issues for any changes 
and more details closer to the date.

GBRG Christmas party at Gudgenby Cottage 
Saturday 11 December after a morning work party 
Please see the outings program, but check the website closer 
to the date for possible changes.

50th Black Mountain spring wildflower ramble 
Saturday 9 October 2021 – 9: 30 am sharp to 12 noon or later 
Belconnen Way entry, just before Caswell Drive turnoff - watch 
for balloons or banners 
Celebrate the spring flowering on beautiful Black Mountain with a social 
ramble for wildflower lovers in the tradition established by Nancy 
Burbidge (founding member of NPA ACT) and continued by George 
Chippendale.  
Discover the surprising diversity of tiny orchids, bush peas, wattles and 
billy buttons on easy bush tracks with experienced guides and good 
company. All springs are not the same. The pattern remains but timing 
and abundance vary with the weather; after the rain we have had this 
year we are anticipating a special display of flowers. Friends of Black 
Mountain welcomes everyone, be they experts or those who have never 
slowed down to see the somewhat cryptic diversity. We plan several 
guides, with helpers, who will take different directions. 

Please allow time to park and walk to the meeting point. 
There will be some books for sale, including Black Mountain a natural 
history of a Canberra icon by Ian Fraser and Rosemary Purdie. 
BYO morning tea, water, hat, sunblock and stout shoes. 
Gold coin donation 

BOOKING ESSENTIAL to ensure we have enough guides. 
Contact friendsofblackmountain@gmail.com or  

Julie (6251 8972) or Linda (0437 298 711)

NPA art week at Gudgenby 
Cottage is happening again! 

Monday 22 to Monday 29 November 2021  
There is a limit of six per night. Some charge 
may apply, but we will attempt to minimise this 
(under negotiation). NPA day visitors are 
welcome any day, a public Open Day will be held 
on Wednesday 24 November.  
For further information, registration and 
accommodation bookings contact the leader 
early. 
Leaders: Adrienne Nicholson and Hazel Rath  
Contact: 6281 6381 or 0418 215 461

mailto:friendsofblackmountain@gmail.com
https://www.npaact.org.au/index.php/pages/join
mailto:admin@npaact.org.au
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More for your calendar September October November December

Public holidays – Mon 4th - Labor Day – Sat 25th–Tues 28th - Christmas

Committee meetings Tuesday 7th Tuesday 5th Tuesday 2nd Tuesday 7th

31

Inaugurated 1960 

Aims and objectives of the Association 
• Promotion of national parks and of measures for the 

protection of fauna and flora, scenery, natural 
features and cultural heritage in the Australian 
Capital Territory and elsewhere, and the reservation 
of specific areas. 

• Interest in the provision of appropriate outdoor 
recreation areas. 

• Stimulation of interest in, and appreciation and 
enjoyment of, such natural phenomena and cultural 
heritage by organised field outings, meetings or any 
other means. 

• Cooperation with organisations and persons having 
similar interests and objectives. 

• Promotion of, and education for, conservation, and 
the planning of landuse to achieve conservation. 

Office-bearers 
 President      Esther Gallant   
 Vice President    Rosemary Hollow    
 Secretary     Sonja Lenz    
 Treasurer     Jan Gatenby    

Committee members 
 Cynthia Burton (Membership liaison)   Mike Bremers 
 Chris Emery           Kevin McCue 
 Rod Griffiths (Immediate Past President)  Allan Sharp 
 Debbie Worner (Minutes Secretary)  

Conveners 
 Bulletin Working Group    Allan Sharp   
 Cultural Subcommittee    Rosemary Hollow   
 Environment Subcommittee  Rod Griffiths   
 Outings Subcommittee     Mike Bremers 
 Publications Subcommittee   Kevin McCue   
 Promotion and Outreach Subcommittee Allan Sharp 
 Work Party Co-ordinator    Martin Chalk 

Membership subscription rates (1 July to 30 June) 
The subscription rate is $22, which includes a digital copy 
only of our Bulletin. 
If you want to receive a printed copy of the Bulletin, the 
subscription rates are: 
 Household membership $44  Single members              $38.50 
 Corporate membership $33  Full-time student/Pensioner  $22 
Note: All the above subscription categories reduce to $11 if 
a donation of $100 or more is made.

NPA books are available from some bookshops (e.g. ANBG), or contact the association office.

Thu 16 September 
Ginninderry Conservation Trust: 
A new way of working together  

David Maxwell  

Managing Director 

Learn about this innovative model for 
nature reserve management, including 
an update of what is happening in the 
ACT area of the Murrumbidgee Corridor.

Thu 21 October 
Reintroduction of ‘Warabin’ (Bush 

Stone-curlew) to Mulligans Flat 

Shoshana Rapley  
Does fire increase flammability? 

Effects of fire regimes on the 
chemical content of Eucalyptus 

pilularis leaves 

Margot Schneider  

NPA Scholarship recipients — see page 29

Thu 18 November 
Nature in winter – the 
landscapes, flora and 
fauna of the ACT and 
surrounding region of 

southeast NSW 

Allan Sharp 
The Convener of the Promotion 
and Outreach Subcommittee 
presents the winning photos 
chosen by an online poll of our 
members.

General meetings 
Third Thursday of the month,  
7:30 pm, Uniting Church hall, 56 Scrivener Street, O’Connor

Meetings might have to be held online. Please refer 
to Burning Issues or the website closer to the date.

National Parks Association of the ACT Incorporated
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For information on NPA ACT activities, please visit our  

website: http://www.npaact.org.au and follow us: 

 Instagram:  https://www.instagram.com/npa_act/ 

 Twitter: https://twitter.com/Lovenature321 

 Facebook:  www.facebook.com/NationalParksAssociationOfTheACT

http://www.npaact.org.au
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